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ABSTRACT
The goal of fact checking is to determine if a given claim holds. A promising ap-
proach for this task is to exploit reference information in the form of knowledge
graphs (KGs), a structured and formal representation of knowledge with semantic
descriptions of entities and relations. KGs are successfully used in multiple appli-
cations, but the information stored in a KG is inevitably incomplete. In order to
address the incompleteness problem, this thesis proposes a new method built on top
of recent results in logical rule discovery in KGs called RuDik and a probabilistic
extension of answer set programs called LPMLN.
This thesis presents the integration of RuDik which discovers logical rules over a
given KG and LPMLN to do probabilistic inference to validate a fact. While automat-
ically discovered rules over a KG are for human selection and revision, they can be
turned into LPMLN programs with a minor modification. Leveraging the probabilistic
inference in LPMLN, it is possible to (i) derive new information which is not explicitly
stored in a KG with a probability associated with it, and (ii) provide supporting facts
and rules for interpretable explanations for such decisions.
Also, this thesis presents experiments and results to show that this approach can
label claims with high precision. The evaluation of the system also sheds light on the
role played by the quality of the given rules and the quality of the KG.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
In this modern age of information and technology, one has access to hundreds of
information sources. Due to the increase of information sources, the spread of false
information has been on the rise. Among many solutions, computational fact checking
has been proposed to support journalists with automatic verification of textual con-
tent. There are two main tasks in fact checking: (1) monitor and spot claims Hassan
et al. (2017), (2) check claims and explain the outcome. We focus on the second task
and on factual facts, specifically. We use Knowledge Graph as the information source
to validate the facts with explanations for the decision made.
A Knowledge Graph (KG) is a structured representation of information which
stores real-world entities as nodes, and relationships between them as edges. The
entities and relations in a KG have semantic descriptions in the form of types and
properties associated with them. The syntactic and semantic structures of knowledge
in KGs are useful in building intelligent applications, such as Question Answering,
Semantic Search and Recommendation Systems. One of the major growing areas
with the use of KGs is in Virtual Assistants such as Amazon’s Alexa, Google’s Google
Home, and Apple’s Siri.
KGs store large amounts of factual information and several of them are publicly
available Suchanek and Weikum (2014). Some of the popular KGs are DBpedia
Auer et al. (2007), Wikidata Vrandecˇic´ and Kro¨tzsch (2014), Yago Suchanek et al.
(2007), and NELL Carlson et al. (2010). Several KGs consist of millions of entities
and billions of edges connecting them storing factual information. For example, the
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English version of DBpedia stores 6M entities and 9B relation triples 1 . However,
KGs have data quality issues, due to the automatic methods that are used to build
them at scale. First, information stored in KGs is inevitably incomplete (Open World
Assumption). Second, KGs can be noisy, because of errors coming from the sources
or the automatic extractors. For these reasons, given a KG K and a fact f , several
approaches have been developed to estimate if f is a valid missing fact in K also
known as Knowledge Graph Completion (KGC).
In the approaches for KGC, one of the approach leverage on the facts in KG to
create features, such as paths Shi and Weninger (2016); Ciampaglia et al. (2015)
or embeddings Bordes et al. (2011); Socher et al. (2013), which are then used by
classifiers to label as true or false for a given test fact. However, such models are
based on Machine Learning (ML) classifiers that lack the ability to provide human-
interpretable descriptions of how a decision has been taken for a given fact. The
answer is limited to a boolean output with no human interpretable reasons to justify
the decisions.
Also, in the rule-mining approach Gala´rraga et al. (2013), Ortona et al. (2018), Fan
et al. (2015) logical rules are learned from a KG to derive new information. However,
they rely on individual rules rather than considering a collection of rules to infer new
facts. Further, as KGs are inevitably incomplete and error-prone, the rules learned
from it is not always accurate and contradicting rules are learned in the process. For
example, if a rule states that, B is the spouse of A if C is the child of A and C is
in a relation with B, this individual rule cannot correctly infer the spouse relation.
This rule by itself is not enough to check if the spouse relation holds between two
individuals. Thus, using individual rules will not be able to resolve inconsistencies
leading to derivation of contradicting facts.
1http://wiki.dbpedia.org/dbpedia-version-2016-04
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In this thesis, we propose to use probabilistic answer set programming Lee and
Wang (2016), which is able to compute the probability of a fact being true or false
and to provide interpretable explanations for such decisions. Unfortunately, KGs do
not come with the rules needed for the inference process. To address this issue, we
exploit recent rule-mining approaches Gala´rraga et al. (2013); Ortona et al. (2018),
which learn uncertain logical rules that apply over the KG. Using these two different
systems, we combine the set of logical rules learned with rule mining tools and use
existing facts in KG with probabilistic reasoning to validate a given fact.
We focus on claims that contain factual statements, such as “Leo Tolstoy is the
author of The Idiot”, where we have distinct entities and relations connecting them.
Then, we use trusted reference data, i.e., KGs to verify them. Given entities and
relations involved in “worth-checking” facts have been identified Hassan et al. (2017),
KGs are exploited to compute the veracity of facts expressed as structured data.
This thesis shows the opportunities and the limits of a novel method that combines
automated discovery of uncertain rules with probabilistic answer set programming.
Our goals with this method are:
• Interpretability: The system provides relevant facts in KG and logical rules
for human interpretable explanations of its results.
• Ease of Use: Similar to ML methods, the system only requires the KG and
the test fact as input.
• Efficiency: The execution time should be acceptable for the computation of
the explanations.
This thesis is organized as follows. We introduce the background on the existing
systems in Chapter 2. We then discuss our method and the corresponding frame-
3
work in Chapter 3 and experimental results in Chapter 4. We then conclude with a
discussion on the results, the open problems and our contribution in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
BACKGROUND
2.1 Knowledge Graph
A KG stores factual information in the form of triples: (subject,predicate,object),
where subject and object are two entities and predicate is the relationship that links
them. For example, (Bill Clinton, spouse, Hillary Clinton) is the SPO representation
of the binary relation that represents the fact Bill Clinton is married to Hillary Clin-
ton”. Further, each entity in KB has hierarchical type information, e.g., Bill Clinton
is of type Person and subtype Politician. Some of the popular and publicly avail-
able KGs are DBpedia Auer et al. (2007), Wikidata Vrandecˇic´ and Kro¨tzsch (2014),
Yago Suchanek et al. (2007), and NELL Carlson et al. (2010).
The information stored in KG is inevitably incomplete due to Open World As-
sumption and has errors as it is built with automatic extraction from noisy and
unstructured data. Also, the process of automation introduces errors to the KG.
There are many approaches that have been developed to check if a fact is missing
from the KG also known as Knowledge Graph Completion (KGC). We will explain
different approaches for the KGC in the following section.
2.2 Knowledge Graph Completion Approaches
The existing approaches of KGC can be categorized into three main categories
viz. path-based, KG-Embedding, and rule-mining.
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2.2.1 Path-based Approach
In path-based approaches, the inference of new facts is done using structural
similarities as features for the classification task. One example is KGMiner Shi and
Weninger (2016) which models KGC as a link prediction problem using relationship
information between two nodes. It uses discriminative paths, which are common paths
of predicates that exist between entities of same types in the KG. Next, a standard
logistic regression model is used to predict the probability of a link between two
entities by using discriminative paths as features. For example, consider (Phoenix,
capitalOf, Arizona) as the triple to be validated, where Phoenix is of type city, Arizona
is of type U.S state, and capitalOf is the predicate of interest. The algorithm mines
discriminative paths between U.S states and their capital cities in the training data
and builds a classification model. Similarly, Taskar et al. (2004), Al Hasan et al.
(2006), Getoor and Diehl (2005) are KGC approaches that uses common patterns of
interactions between entities in the domain.
KGMiner is reported to have very high prediction accuracy of above 99% for re-
lations like US states-capital and US Vice-presidents and above 70% accuracy with
relations US Civil war and Company-CEO using DBpedia as KG. However, the per-
formance of the system directly depends on training set which shares similar type
properties with the entities to be tested for a given predicate. The training set needs
to be curated manually which is a barrier to automation. Further, the output of
this approach is based on some numerical values or scores. Also, the score is not
human-interpretable in terms of the understanding the reason behind the output.
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2.2.2 KG-Embedding Approach
In KG-Embedding approach, existing entities and relations in KGs are represented
in low dimensional continuous vector space to predict new relations. There are many
successful demonstration of the KG-embedding Bordes et al. (2011), Jenatton et al.
(2012), Socher et al. (2013) approaches for KGC. These models learn the low dimen-
sional representation of entities and operator (matrix) for each of the relation which
is then used to predict the likelihood of a relation between two entities based on
similarity measures.
This approach of using vector-embedding for entities has been able to achieve
good results in terms of accuracy in predicting new facts give the existing facts.
For example, Neural Tensor Network Socher et al. (2013) is able to get above 90%
prediction accuracy with Freebase as KG within the limited domain of relations such
as gender and nationality. The training data consists of 13 predicates from Freebase.
However, 6 of them (place of death, place of birth, location, parents, children, spouse)
are removed and their accuracy are not reported. It is stated that it is very difficult
to predict, e.g., the name of the spouse is hard to infer from other knowledge in
the database. Our system is observed to have good performance with the predicates
considered to be difficult by Neural Tensor Network (NTN) method.
We used one of the NTN implementation 1 to compute the performance of the
NTN system. This particular implementation is able to achieve above 77% accuracy
with predicates (gender, nationality, ethnicity, cause of death, profession, institution).
As the test data for predicates spouse, child are not available, we randomly selected
200 out of 4464 relation triples for the spouse relation and 200 out of 6041 relation
triples from the child relation from the training data. However, the results were very
1https://github.com/siddharth-agrawal/Neural-Tensor-Network
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poor (50%) for both of the predicates.
The results are based on selected domains which cannot be generalized over all
the relation in KG. Also, the embedding process requires huge computation time and
resources. An entity must be in the training set so that it can be used to test over a
given relation. Also, as with the path-based approaches, the output of this approach
cannot provide human-level interpretation for the output.
2.3 Answer Set Programming (ASP)
ASP Lifschitz (2008) is a declarative programming paradigm based on stable
model semantics Gelfond and Lifschitz (1988). The goal is to represent a problem by
a set of rules and evidence facts and find a solution among a large but finite number
of possibilities. It is suitable for solving knowledge intensive combinatorial search
problems.
A rule is of the form
A← B ∧N (2.1)
where, A is the disjunction of atoms, B is the conjunction of atoms, N is a negative
forumla constructed from atoms with a conjunction, disjunction, and negation. We
identify 2.1 with implication.
B ∧N → A (2.2)
where A is known as the head of the rule and B ∧ N as the body of the rule.
A logic program is a finite set of rules and it is called ground if all the variables in
program are replaced by constants. The answer set is the set of atoms that can be
generated by applying the rules in the program in any order. An Herbrand interpre-
tation I is a model of a ground program Π if I satisfies all implications 2.2 in Π. The
reduct of Π relative to an interpretation I, denoted by ΠI , consists of ‘A← B′ for all
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rules 2.1 in Π such that I |= N. An Herbrand interpretation I is called a stable model
of a ground program Π if I is the minimal Herbrand model of ΠI
This definition can be extended to any non-ground program Π by replacing every
variable with every ground term of signature σ to obtain the ground program grσ[Π].
There are several Answer Set Solvers available. We will use clingo as our ASP
Solver. Following is the notations followed in input language of clingo.
• :- stands for ←
• not stands for ¬
• comma (,) in the body stands for ∧
• comma (,) in the head stands for ∨
• #false stands for ⊥
• #true stands for >
• each rule is followed by a period.
2.4 LPMLN
LPMLN Lee and Wang (2016) is a probabilistic extension of answer set programs
with the concept of weighted rules which is derived from Markov Logic. In LPMLN, a
weight is assigned to each rule so that the more rules a stable model satisfy, the more
weights it gets, and the probability of the stable model is computed by normalizing
its weight among all stable models.
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2.4.1 Syntax of LPMLN
A program Π is a finite set of weighted rules of the form:
w : A← B ∧N (2.3)
where A is a disjunction of atoms, B is a conjunction of atoms, N is a negative
formula constructed from atoms with a conjunction, disjunction, and negation, and
w is a real number or the symbol α.
A rule w:R is a soft rule if w is a real number, a hard rule if w is α denoting the
“infinite weight”. An LPMLN program is ground if its rules contain no variables. Any
LPMLN program Π of signature σ with a ground LPMLN program grσ[Π] is obtained
from the rules of Π by replacing every variable with every ground term of σ. The
weight of a ground rule in grσ[Π] is the same as the weight of the rule in Π from which
the ground rule is obtained. By Π we denote the unweighted logic program obtained
from Π, i.e.,
Π = {R | w : R ∈ Π}. (2.4)
2.4.2 Semantics of LPMLN
For an LPMLN program Π, ΠI denotes the set of rules w : R in Π such that I  R
and SM[Π] denotes the set {I | I is a stable model of ΠI}. Now, the unnormalized
weight of I under Π is defined as:
WΠ(I) =

exp(
∑
w:R∈ΠI
w) if I ∈ SM [Π];
0 otherwise.
(2.5)
The normalized weight of an interpretation I under Π is defined as:
PΠ(I) = lim
α→∞
WΠ(I)∑
J∈SM [Π] WΠ(J)
.
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For any proposition A, PΠ(A) is defined as:
PΠ(A) =
∑
I:I|=A
PΠ(I),
where I is a stable model of Π.
And the conditional probability under Π for the propositions A and B is given as:
PΠ(A|B) = PΠ(A ∧B)
PΠ(B)
.
lpmln2asp 2 Lee et al. (2017) is an implementation of LPMLN using ASP solver
clingo 3 . Its input language is similar to that of clingo except that weights can be
prepended to rules, in which case the rules become uncertain. The system is able to
return most probable stable models as well as conditional and marginal probabilities
of predicates.
2.5 RuDiK
RuDik Ortona et al. (2018) 4 discovers Horn rules for a given KG. A Horn rule
has the form:
r : h(x, y)← −→B (2.6)
where h(x, y) is a single atom (head of the rule) and
−→
B (body of the rule) is a
conjunction of atoms
B1(z1, z2) ∧B2(z3, z4) ∧ · · · ∧Bn(z2n−1, z2n).
An atom is a predicate connecting two variables, two entities, an entity and a variable,
or a variable and a constant (string or number). The rule implies that if the body of
the rule is true with respect to the KG then the head of the rule is also true. RuDik
2http://reasoning.eas.asu.edu/lpmln
3https://potassco.org/clingo/
4https://github.com/stefano-ortona/rudik
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outputs positive rules (spouse in the head), which identify relationships between en-
tities, e.g., “if two persons have a child in common, they are in the spouse relation”,
and negative rules (negspouse in the head), which identify data contradictions, e.g.,
“if two persons are in the parent relation, one cannot be the spouse of the other”.
For every relation in the KG, RuDik mines rules taking as input positive example
(Gp) and negative examples (Vp) (i.e., pairs of entities) along with its types. Consider
the scenario of discovering positive rules for the spouse relation. Positive examples
are pairs of married people and negative examples are pairs of people who are not
married to each other. Also, the type of each entity in the example is of Person type.
Given the examples, RuDik identifies a small set of approximate rules, i.e., rules
that do not necessarily hold over all the examples, as those are derived from the
KG for which the system assumes errors and incompleteness. This is in contrast to
the traditional ranking of a large set of rules based on a measure of support. Also,
RuDiK takes maxPathLen as a parameter which determines the number of atoms
allowed in the body of the rule. The value for maxPathLen is set to 3 which is found
to be optimal where smaller values tend to lose meaningful rules and bigger values
didn’t add meaningful rules but increase the execution time substantially.
The goal is then to identify the minimal set of rules that cover most of the positive
examples and as few as possible negative examples. As the KG used to learn rules
are inevitably erroneous and incomplete, RuDiK aims to learn a compact subset of
approximate rules. Minimizing the number of rules in the output avoids overfitting
rules covering very few examples as such rules have no impact when applied to the
KG.
Given a set of any entity pairs, E = {(o1, o2), (on, om)} and a rule r, then coverage
of r is defined as:
Crp(E) = {(x, y) ∈ E : (x, y) |= Body}. (2.7)
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In other words, it is set of elements in E such that for any p, if p(a,b) ∈ KB and
there exists a substitution θ that maps variables other than x, y in the Body to object
constants in O such that KB |= Body θ.
Similarly, unbounded coverage is defined as:
Ur(E) = {(x, y) ∈ E : (x, y) |= r∗body} (2.8)
In other words, it is set of elements in E such that for any p, if p(a,b) ∈ KB and
∃ substitution θ that maps variables other than x,y in the Body* to object constants
in O such that KB |= Body* θ. The unbounded body, denoted by r∗body is obtained
from the rbody by removing all atoms that do not have variables occurring in the head
and in the remaining literals, by replacing each variable in rbody that do not occur in
the head of r by a new, distinct variable.
The mining is finally mapped to the weighted set cover problem, where the exam-
ples compose the universe and the weight for a rule (a set) is given by its coverage
of positive and negative examples. The example sets switch role for the discovery
of negative rules, i.e., not married people play the role of the positive examples and
married people are taken as negative examples.
Barack spouse Michelle
Barack child Sasha
Barack vicePresident Joe
Barack birthDate 1961
Michelle birthDate -
Michelle child Malia
Michelle spouse Barack
Table 2.1: Sample KG.
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In the algorithm, for a rule r, the frontier nodes Nf (r) are the last visited nodes
in the paths that correspond to rbody from every example graph covered by r. The set
of frontier nodes is initialized with starting nodes x, for every p(x,y). The algorithm
maintains a queue of rules Qr, from which at each iteration the rule with minimum
estimated weight is selected. The function expandFrontiers retrieves all nodes(along
with edges) at distance 1 from the frontier nodes and returns the set of all rules
generated by the expansion. Qr is initialized with all rules of length 1 starting at x.
The algorithm checks if the current selected rule r is valid or not. A rule is valid if
each variable appear at least twice in the rule and every atom shares a variable with
one other atom. If r is valid then it is added to the output else it is expanded if the
length of its body is less than maxPathLen. The above process is repeated until one
of the following termination conditions is met:
• Qp is empty i.e. all the rules have been included in Rp;
• Rp covers all elements of Gp;
• The minimum marginal weight is greater than or equal to 0, i.e., among the
remaining rules in Qp, none of them has a negative marginal weight. This case
arises when the coverage of Gp is none and coverage of Vp is more than one.
Let us consider positive examples {(Barack,Sasha), (Michelle,Malia)} and nega-
tive examples {(Barack, Joe),(Barack, Michelle)} for the child relation and KG as in
Table 2.1. Here, Sasha is the child of Barack and is in KG so it is used as positive ex-
ample. For negative example, Michelle is in spouse relation with Barack and taken as
negative example for child relation. The entities in the positive examples are taken as
starting nodes also known as frontier nodes to learn positive rules. In above example,
Barack and Michelle are the frontier nodes (Nf ) for positive example.
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Next, RuDiK identifies all the possible relations from (Nf ) in KG with the func-
tion expandFrontiers. With expandFrontiers, rules at distance 1 for each node in Nf
is added to initial rule queue (Qp). The possible rules in (Qp) are:
1. child(x,y) :- spouse(x, z).
2. child(x,y) :- birthDate(x,z1).
3. child(x, y) :- child(x, z2).
4. child(x, y) :- vicePresident(x, z3).
Among the rules is Qp, RuDiK selects the rule with minimal marginal weight
computed as follows:
w∗m(rp) = −α(
|Crp(Gp)\CRp(Gp)|
|Gp| ) + β(
|CRp(Vp)|
|URp∪{rp}(Vp)|
− |CRp(Vp)||URp(Vp)|
) (2.9)
where, α, β ∈ [0, 1] and α + β = 1.
Now, the marginal weight for each rule is computed as follows:
For rule 1, child(x,y) :- spouse(x, z):
Cr1(Gchild) = Gchild
• child(Barack,Sasha) :- spouse(Barack, z) such that ∃Michelle: spouse(Barack,
Michelle) ∈ KG
• child(Michelle,Malia):- spouse(Michelle, z) such that ∃Barack: spouse(Michelle,
Barack) ∈ KG
So, wm(r1)
∗ = α (2/2) = - α
With minimal marginal weight, the rule that covers most of the positive examples
(Gp) and less of the negative examples (Vp) has minimum weight. Here, the intuition
of the weight is such that lesser the weight of the rule better is its coverage.
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The rule selected from Qp with minimal marginal weight is expanded further if
the rule is not valid yet. One of the valid rule is:
• child(x,y) :- spouse(x,z), child(z,y).
Again, the marginal weight of this valid rule is computed as:
Cr = 2
• child(Barack,Sasha) :- spouse(Barack, z), child(z,Sasha). such that ∃(Michelle,
Sasah): spouse(Barack, Michelle), child(Michelle,Sasah) ∈ KG
• child(Michelle,Malia):- spouse(Michelle, z), child(z,Malia). such that ∃(Barack,
Malia): spouse(Michelle, Barack), child(Barack, Malia) ∈ KG
Further, CRchild = {}
So, wm(r11)
∗ = - α (2/2) = - α
This valid rule is then added to minimal rule set Rp. The above process is repeated
until the termination condition is met as described above.
2.6 AMIE
AMIE Gala´rraga et al. (2013) is a rule mining system which discovers positive
horn rules based on their support on a given KG.
AMIE uses facts stored in RDF format where each fact is stored as (x,p,y) where
x denotes the subject, y denotes the object and p denotes the relation connecting
them. An atom is a fact which can have variables as the subject or object. Similar to
RuDiK, a horn rule has one atom in the head and conjunction of atoms in the body.
A rule can be denoted as of the form:
−→
B → r : h(x, y) (2.10)
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where h(x,y) is the head of the rule and
−→
B is the conjunction of atoms. An instanti-
ation of a rule is the rule where all the variables are replaced by object constants. A
prediction of a rule is True if all the instantiation of atoms in the body of the rule is
in KG. Two atoms in a rule are connected if they share a common variable. Similarly,
a rule is connected if every atom in the rule is transitively connected to every other
atom in the rule. The rules learned by AMIE are connected which restricts mining
of rules with unrelated atoms like child(x,y) =>spouse(z,w). Further, a rule is closed
if a variable appears at least twice in the rule.
Support of a rule is the number of correct predictions by the rule in the given KG.
It is the number of distinct pairs of subjects and objects in the instantiations of the
head of the rule.
supp(
−→
B → h(x, y)) := #(x, y) : ∃z1, ..zm : −→B , h(x, y) ∈ KG (2.11)
where z1, ..zm are variables other than x and y in KG.
Similarly, Head Coverage quantifies the ratio of support to the number of relations
r in KG.
hc(
−→
B → h(x, y)) := supp(
−→
B → h(x, y))
#(x′, y′) : h(x′, y′) ∈ KG (2.12)
Further, AMIE uses the Partial Completeness Assumption (PCA) which assumes
that if a value of y is known for a given r and x then all values for y is know for that
x and r. For example, if we the fact that Sasha Obama is the child of Barack Obama
is in KG, then it is assumed that all child of Barack Obama is in KG.
With the above notions, the confidence of a rule is computed as follows:
conf(
−→
B → h(x, y)) := supp(
−→
B → h(x, y))
#(x, y′) : ∃z1, ..zm : −→B , h(x, y′) ∈ KG)
(2.13)
The rule learning algorithm in AMIE takes in a KG, a minHC value for minimum
value for head coverage, a maxLen value for maximum rule length and a minConf value
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for minimum value for the confidence value for the rule, AMIE outputs logical horn
rules. Initially, a queue of rules with size 1 (all possible head atoms) is maintained
which is iteratively added with new atoms until the parameters are met. If the length
of the rule less than maxLen, it is expanded to produce a set of new rules and added
over to the queue. The algorithm only outputs connected rules with a minimum
threshold of confidence value. Similarly, minHC is set to 0.01 and maxLen is set to
3. This process is repeated until the queue is empty.
Unlike RuDiK, AMIE learns rules for all possible predicates rather than learning
rules for one predicate at a time. First a queue q of rules of length 1 is maintained. For
the KG in Table 2.1, q = (spouse(x,y), child(x,y), vicePresident(x,y),birthDate(x,y)).
Then, each of the rule in q is queued and pushed into output rule set if it meets the
following criteria. First the rule needs to be closed and the confidence value should
be higher than minConf to be included in output rule set.
For each rule in q, the rule is expanded until length of rule is less than maxLen
and added over to q if hc(r) ≥ minHC. Let us consider that the first element of q to
be dequeued is child(x,y). As the rule is of length 1, the rule is expanded and added
to q. In the example for Table 2.1, the possible rule expansion are:
1. child(x,y) :- spouse(x, z).
2. child(x,y) :- birthDate(x,z1).
3. child(x, y) :- child(x, z2).
4. child(x, y) :- vicePresident(x, z3).
Now, the head coverage of rule 1 is computed as the ratio of support of rule 1 i.e.
2 to the number of facts in relation child i.e. 2. Here, the hc of rule 1 is 1 and greater
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than minHC which is set as 0.01. So, this particular rule is added to q. This process
is repeated iteratively for each rule in q unless accepted for output.
A rule is accepted for output if the rule is closed and conf of rule is greater than
minConf. One of the possible rule in the output can be:
• child(x,y) :- spouse(x,z), child(z,y).
The rule is closed and has conf value greater than minConf of 0.1. The conf value
for above rule is computed using equation 2.12:
The support of the rule is the number of (x,y) such that the instantion of body
and head of the rule in in KG. We have two instances of child relations:
• child(Barack,Sasah)
• child(Michelle,Malia)
and following conditions hold.
• child(Barack,Sasha) :- spouse(Barack, z), child(z,Sasha). such that ∃(Michelle,
Sasah): spouse(Barack, Michelle), child(Michelle,Sasah) ∈ KG
• child(Michelle,Malia):- spouse(Michelle, z), child(z,Malia). such that ∃(Barack,
Malia): spouse(Michelle, Barack), child(Barack, Malia) ∈ KG
So, the supp value is 2. Similarly, for denominator, we count the number of (x,y’)
such that the instantiation of the h(x,y’) and body of the rule is in KG. In our example,
we only have two child relation and the value is 2.
Thus, the conf of this rule is 2/2 = 1. This process is repeated for all the rules in
q until it is empty.
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Chapter 3
FRAMEWORK
Figure 3.1 shows our framework built upon RuDik, Evidence Generator and
lpmln2asp. RuDik takes the facts in KG as input to generate the positive and
negative rules. This step is labeled as Rule discovery. Similarly, Evidence Generator
takes the facts from KG as input and selects relevant facts as evidence. This step
is labeled as Rule Discovery. Next, the discovered rules from RuDiK is converted
into the input language of LPMLN and ASP systems, where the weight of a rule is its
support, i.e., the frequency of the entity pairs covered by the rule. Then, the logical
rules from RuDiK along with evidence from Evidence generator is used by different
modes of ASP and LPMLN to answer the user-given query, whose output provides a
human-interpretable reason for the decision. The details of the framework are defined
in following sections.
3.1 Rule Discovery
We use the rule discovered by two different systems viz. RuDiK and AMIE.
AMIE can only learn positive rules from a given KG and RuDiK can learn positive
as well as negative rules. We will explain the steps used to get logical rules from these
two systems next.
3.1.1 Rule Discovery with RuDiK
We use the automated rule discovery system, RuDiK to discover logical horn
rules. It takes positive and negative examples as input and outputs positive and
negative logical rules for a given predicate P. These rules generated using RuDiK is
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Figure 3.1: Framework
then rewritten to the input language of lpmln2asp.
Next, we will explain each step of rule generation in detail.
1. Generate Positive and Negative Examples for Rule Discovery: RuDik
uses SPARQL Prud et al. (2006) to randomly generate M positive and M
negative examples for predicate P . The entity type of subject and object should
be provided to the query.
Positive examples for predicate P are any entity pairs (x, y) such that (x, P, y) ∈
KG. For example, the positive example for spouse relation are the people who
are married to each other. And, the type of entities for both x and y are Person
type i.e. (x,spouse,y) ∈ KG and type of x and y are Person.
The example SPARQL query to generate the positive examples for spouse rela-
tion and M==10000 is as follows:
1 PREFIX dbpedia-owl: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>
2 PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
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3 SELECT DISTINCT ?subject ?object
4 FROM <http://dbpedia.org>
5 WHERE { ?object rdf:type dbpedia-owl:Person.
6 ?subject rdf:type dbpedia-owl:Person.
7 ?subject ?targetRelation ?object.
8 FILTER (?targetRelation = dbpedia-owl:spouse)
9 } ORDER BY RAND() LIMIT 10000
The above query queries the distinct entity pair (subject, object) such that they
are connected by target relation spouse as shown in line 7. Line 9 in the query
limits the output to 10,000 pairs and produce random output on each query.
Also, we define the type of subject and the object in line 5 and 6 as Person.
With above query, we get 10,000 entity pairs of Person types connected by
spouse relation in KG.
For negative examples, every other entity z not connected by P to x can be
considered as a negative example. Infact, if there are n entities in KG, then
there could be at most n × (n-1) pairs of negative examples. To narrow down
the scope of negative examples, in RuDiK, the negative examples are the entity
pair (x, y) that satisfy the following conditions:
(a) (x, P, y) /∈ KG;
(b) either there is some y′ 6= y such that (x, P, y′) is in KG, or there is some
x′ 6= x such that (x′, P, y) in KG;
(c) there is some P ′ 6= P such that (x, P ′, y) is in KG.
The first condition ensures that x and y are not connected by P in the KG. The
third condition limits the negative example to entities connected by any other
relation other than P. Then, the second condition further limits the negative
examples to entities which have the predicate P in KG.
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The above conditions are represented in SPARQL Query for spouse relation
with M=10000 as follows.
1 PREFIX dbpedia-owl: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>
2 PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
3 SELECT DISTINCT ?subject ?object
4 FROM <http://dbpedia.org>
5 WHERE { ?object rdf:type dbpedia-owl:Person.
6 ?subject rdf:type dbpedia-owl:Person.
7 {{?subject ?targetRelation ?realObject.} UNION {?realSubject ?
targetRelation ?object.}} ?subject ?otherRelation ?object.
8 FILTER (?targetRelation = dbpedia-owl:spouse)
9 FILTER (?otherRelation != dbpedia-owl:spouse)
10 FILTER NOT EXISTS {?subject dbpedia-owl:spouse ?object.} }
11 ORDER BY RAND() LIMIT 10000
In above query, line 5 and 6 define the type of object and subject to be Person
type respectively. Line 7 ensures that each subject and object in the example
has the spouse relation as stated in condition (b). Similarly, condition (a) of
subject and object not being connected by predicate P (spouse) is met by line
10 and condition (c) of subject and object being connected by any other relation
other than spouse is stated in line 7.
The above query selects a sample of negative examples which are not connected
by the spouse relation, are connected by any other relation and has the spouse
relation with any other entity.
2. Discover Rules: After we generate the positive and negative examples for
a predicate P as stated in Step 1, we reserve N examples from each of them
as test cases. We use the remaining (M − N) positive (negative, respectively)
examples as training data for the RuDik to learn the positive and negative
logical rules for P. The (M − N) training data itself will be used in different
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samples to learn the positive and negative rules.
The positive rules learned using RuDiK has the predicate in the head of the
rule. Following is a sample of positive rules learned for the predicate child.
1 parent(object,subject) → child(subject,object)
2 spouse(subject,v0), child(v0,object) → child(subject,object)
3 parent(object,v0), parent(v1,v0), child(subject,v1) → child(subject,
object)
In the above rule set, the first rule states that an object is the child of a subject
if the subject is the parent of the object. RuDiK learns similar uncertain positive
rules which has P i.e. child in the head and other relations including P in the
body of the rule.
Similarly, a negative rule has predicate negp where p is the predicate for which
the rule is learned. Following is a sample of negative rules learned for child
relation.
1 birthYear(subject,v1), birthYear(object,v2),v1>v2 → negchild(subject,
object)
2 predecessor(subject,object) → negchild(subject,object)
3 parent(subject,object),child(object,subject) → negchild(subject,object)
In above rule set, the head of the rule has negchild(subject,object). The first
rule states that if object is born before subject, then the object cannot be the
child of the subject. The rules in the above negative rule set are for the object
not being the child of the subject.
3. Convert Learned Rules into LPMLN Language: The rules learned with
RuDiK needs to be converted to the LPMLN syntax. RuDik rules are syn-
tactically rewritten into the input language of lpmln2asp and their weights
are computed. First, the variables in RuDiK needs to be replaced with single
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capital letter variables as follows:
1 subject → A
2 object → B
3 v0 → C
4 v1 → D
Similarly, dot (.) is added at the end of the rule and ’:-’ is used to separate
the head and body of the rule. For instance, for the spouse relation, RuDiK
outputs the positive rule
1 child(subject,v0), parent(v0,object) → spouse(subject,object)
which is turned into LPMLN as
1 w spouse(A,B) :- child(A,C), parent(C,B) .
4. Compute Support Value: As in association rule mining, the weight w of
each LPMLN rule is computed as the support value of the rule divided by the
number of training examples used in Step 2.
The support value of rule h(x, y)← Body is defined as the number of instances
of (x, y) in training data such that ∃z1, . . . , zm ∈ Body is true w.r.t. to the
KG, where z1, . . . , zm are the variables in Body that are different from x and y.
The confidence value of a rule is the ratio of the support value to the number
of training examples used to learn the rules.
Let us consider a set of positive examples and a positive rule learned as follows:
Positive Training Examples.
1 Robert_Z._Leonard,Mae_Murray
2 Paula_Wessely,Attila_H rbiger
3 Bill_Clinton,Hillary_Clinton
Positive Rule:
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1 spouse(A ,B) :- spouse(B ,A), parent(C,B), parent(C,A).
For each entity pair in training example, we use SPARQL query to check if it
satisfies the body of the rule as follows:
1 Query:1 (Robert_Z._Leonard,Mae_Murray)
2 PREFIX res: <http://dbpedia.org/resource/>
3 PREFIX ont: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>
4 select count(*) where {
5 res:Mae_Murray ont:spouse res:Robert_Z._Leonard .
6 ?c ont:parent res:Mae_Murray.
7 ?c ont:parent res:Robert_Z._Leonard. }
8 Output=0
9
10 Query:2 (Paula_Wessely,Attila_H rbiger)
11 PREFIX res: <http://dbpedia.org/resource/>
12 PREFIX ont: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>
13 select count(*) where {
14 res:Attila_H rbiger ont:spouse res:Paula_Wessely .
15 ?c ont:parent res:Attila_H rbiger.
16 ?c ont:parent res:Paula_Wessely. }
17 Output=0
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19 Query:3 (Bill_Clinton,Hillary_Clinton)
20 PREFIX res: <http://dbpedia.org/resource/>
21 PREFIX ont: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>
22 select count(*) where {
23 res:Hillary_Clinton ont:spouse res:Bill_Clinton .
24 ?c ont:parent res:Hillary_Clinton.
25 ?c ont:parent res:Bill_Clinton. }
26 Output=1
In the above example, 1 out of 3 entity pairs in positive examples satisfies the
body of the rule. Then, the confidence for the rule is computed as follows:
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support(r) = 1 [no. of instances where rule is True (for positive examples)]
confidence(r) = 1/3 [support(r)/ no. of positive training examples]
Similarly, negative training examples are used to compute the confidence values
for negative rules.
As we aim to combine the rules learned from different sources, this measure of
weight can be applied across all rule mining techniques. We can check if a rule
applies to a given training data if the weight of the rules is greater than 0. The
support of the rule represents the confidence of a rule on a given training data.
This notion of weight using support is also an intuitive was to be used as the
weight for an LPMLN rule.
3.1.2 Rule Discovery with AMIE
Along with RuDiK, we use rules learned with AMIE. AMIE learns positive rules
for relations in KG with support value associated with each rule. The logical rules
encode the frequent correlations that exist in the facts within KG. AMIE takes all
the facts as input as opposed to positive and negative examples taken by RuDiK.
We will use rules learned by AMIE using all facts in KG and remove the ones that
do not apply to the training data.
Next, we will explain the steps of rule selection in detail.
1. Discover Rules: We select rules learned using AMIE on DBpedia with 11.02M
facts. These rules are publicly available at Max-Planck Institute for Informat-
ics 1 . Among the set of rules learned for all relations in KG, we select the
1https://www.dropbox.com/s/3gryqrs4oxwvks0/dbpedia38.ods?dl=0
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ones which are for four of our selected predicates viz. spouse, author, team, and
child.
Following is a sample of positive rules for child relation.
1 ?f <dbo:parent> ?a ?b <dbo:relative> ?f => ?a <dbo:child> ?b
2 ?b <dbo:relation> ?a => ?a <dbo:child> ?b
3 ?b <dbo:parent> ?f ?f <dbo:spouse> ?a => ?a <dbo:child> ?b
4 ?b <dbo:relation> ?f ?a <dbo:spouse> ?f => ?a <dbo:child> ?b
5 ?b <dbo:child> ?a => ?a <dbo:relative> ?b
In the above rule sample, rule 3 states that if a is the spouse of f and f is also
the parent of b then b is the child of a. Similar logical rules for the relations are
selected for other three relations.
2. Convert Selected Rules into LPMLN Language: The AMIE rules as shown
in above section needs to be converted the LPMLN2ASP syntax. The cor-
responding translation of above AMIE rules to LPMLN2ASP syntax is given
below.
1 child(A ,B) :- relative(B ,F) , parent(F ,A).
2 child(A ,B) :- relation(B ,A).
3 child(A ,B) :- spouse(F ,A) , parent(B ,F).
4 child(A ,B) :- spouse(A ,F) , relation(B ,F).
5 child(A ,B) :- relative(B ,A)
We remove the ’<’, ’>’ and ’dbo:’ attached to each relation. Similarly, we
change the variables to uppercase and keep it in parenthesis. We then add ”:-”
separating the head and body of the rule and dot (.) at the end of each rule.
3. Compute Support Value: We compute the support value using the steps as
stated in above section. This step is used to select the rules whose confidence
value is greater than 0. As we selected the rules learned from the KG, we
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remove the rules which do not apply to any of the positive examples of training
data used by RuDiK. This ensures that the rules selected only come from the
training data.
The weight of the each of rule in above sample with 10k training data is as
follows:
1 0.0590 child(A ,B) :- relative(B ,F) , parent(F ,A).
2 0.0002 child(B ,A) :- relation(A ,B).
3 0.1176 child(A ,B) :- spouse(F ,A) , parent(B ,F).
4 0.0068 child(A ,B) :- spouse(A ,F) , relation(B ,F).
5 0.0 child(A ,B) :- relative(B ,A)
We can see that rule 5 has confidence value 0 and will be not be selected.
3.2 Evidence Generation
Along with the logical rules, we need supporting evidence to infer a test fact from
the KG. We will explain the steps for collecting the evidence in next section.
1. Generate Evidence Triples: For each rule in the set R of discovered rules,
we ground the head variable with the values of the test fact and collect all the
triples in the KG that have a valid assignment to its body of the rule. More
precisely, the head variables in the body of the rules R are constrained to the
value of the subject and object of the test fact. Then, the evidence triples are
identified by querying the KG with the relations Rr. This reduces the number of
relation triples by keeping only the relevant ones, thus improving the execution
time in the next step.
Given the input query triple, we collect evidence triples from the KG relevant
to the test fact and the rules in the rule set. Let us consider a simple example
where the Query Triple is: spouse(Bill Clinton, Hillary Clinton) and a rule set
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is given. For each rule in the rule set, we ground the head of the rule with
Bill Clinton and Hillary Clinton and collect all the triples in KG with a valid
assignment for the body.
We use SPARQL query to collect the evidence. Following is an example query
for rule spouse(A,B) :- parent(C,B), parent(C,A). where we ground the head of
the rule and find valid assignments to the body of the rule.
1 PREFIX res: <http://dbpedia.org/resource/>
2 PREFIX ont: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>
3 select ?c, ont:parent, res:Hillary_Clinton ,
4 ?c, ont:parent, res:Bill_Clinton
5 where {
6 ?c, ont:parent res:Hillary_Clinton.
7 ?c ont:parent res:Bill_Clinton.
8 }
In above query, line 6 and 7 find the valid assignment ?c for the body of the rule.
And, line 3 and 4 select the relation triples which then added to the evidence
file for the given test fact.
From the above query, the evidence file is as follows:
1 parent(Chelsea_Clinton,Bill_Clinton)
2 parent(Chelsea_Clinton,Hillary_Clinton)
Similarly, the above step of using SPARQL query is repeated for all the rules
in the rule set to collect relevant evidence facts from KG.
3.3 Execution and Inference
After we have the LPMLN rules and the relevant evidence, we execute the following
steps to obtain its probability of being true (false) and the corresponding explanation.
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1. Run ASP and LPMLN Implementations: For each pair of entities (x, y) in
the test set, we infer their relation by using rules and evidence triples from the
previous step. For any test entity pair that has the relationship in the KG, we
remove the triple from the evidence. Also, we test the system by adding the
constraint rule
⊥ ← p(x, y), negp(x, y). (3.1)
in the rule set to ensure that p(x,y) and negp(x,y) cannot be true at the same
time. We run the experiments for rule sets from 1k, 5k, and 10k training
examples and the combination of rules from all three training examples. Also,
we use rule sets with and without added constraint rule for following inference
settings.
• Pure ASP: Check if p(x, y) or negp(x, y) is in the answer set of the rules
without including the weights using an ASP solver, such as clingo. This
baseline method only states if the positive or negative triple can be derived.
• LPMLN MAP inference with weighted rules: Check if p(x, y) or negp(x, y)
is in the most probable answer set of the weighted rules using lpmln2asp.
This method utilizes the confidence values of the rules to determine a more
likely answer.
• LPMLN Marginal Probability inference with weighted rules: Compute the
marginal probabilities of p(x, y) and negp(x, y) by using lpmln2asp. This
method not only provides an explanation in the form of the rules and the
evidence triples used but also a measure of the confidence of the decision.
On the other hand, it is computationally more challenging.
Following examples elaborate two different scenarios of inference.
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Example 1. We want to check if Glen Cook is the author of the book Cold Copper
Tears or not and with what probability. The following weighted rules are mined from
one of the samples with 5k examples:
1 0.04 author(A,B) :- runtime(A,C), activeYearsStartYear(B,D),C<D.
2 0.04 author(A,B) :- birthYear(B,C),runtime(A,D),C>D.
3 0.13 author(A,B) :- author(C,B),subsequentWork(A,C).
4 0.02 author(A,B) :- previousWork(A,C), literaryGenre(C,D),genre(B,D).
5 0.02 negauthor(A,B) :- writer(C,B),format(C,D), format(A,D).
6 0.38 negauthor(A,B) :- runtime(A,C), activeYearsStartYear(B,D),C<D.
7 0.31 negauthor(A,B) :- birthYear(B,C),runtime(A,D),C>D.
8 0.02 negauthor(A,B) :- writer(C,B),previousWork(C,A).
9 0.02 negauthor(A,B) :- writer(C,B),previousWork(C,D), subsequentWork(A,D).
10 0.08 negauthor(A,B) :- writer(C,B),genre(C,D), genre(A,D).
11 0.02 negauthor(A,B) :- writer(C,B),subsequentWork(C,A).
12 0.02 negauthor(A,B) :- previousWork(A,C), subsequentWork(D,C),writer(D,B).
13 :- negauthor(A,B), author(A,B).
Notice that not all rules are semantically correct: rule 1 is not valid, while rule
3 is correct in most cases (in fact it has a higher weight). Notice also rule 13, which
is the hard constraint stating that a fact cannot be true and false at the same time.
The evidence generator module collects the following triples from the KG:
1 literaryGenre(’Cold_Copper_Tears’,’Fantasy’).
2 literaryGenre(’Cold_Copper_Tears’,’Mystery_fiction’).
3 previousWork(’Cold Copper Tears’,’Bitter Gold Hearts’).
4 subsequentWork(’Cold Copper Tears’,’Old Tin Sorrows’).
5 activeYearsStartYear(’Glen_Cook’,’1970’).
6 author(’Bitter_Gold_Hearts’,’Glen_Cook’).
7 author(’Old Tin Sorrows’,’Glen Cook’).
8 genre(’Glen Cook’,’Fantasy’).
9 genre(’Glen_Cook’,’Science_fiction’).
10 literaryGenre(’Bitter_Gold_Hearts’,’Mystery_fiction’).
11 literaryGenre(’Bitter Gold Hearts’,’Fantasy’).
12 literaryGenre(’Old_Tin_Sorrows’,’Mystery_fiction’).
13 literaryGenre(’Old_Tin_Sorrows’,’Fantasy’).
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14 previousWork(’Bitter_Gold_Hearts’,’Sweet_Silver_Blues’).
15 previousWork(’Old_Tin_Sorrows’,’Cold_Copper_Tears’).
16 subsequentWork(’Bitter_Gold_Heart’,’Cold_Copper_Tears’).
17 subsequentWork(’Old_Tin_Sorrows’,’Dread_Brass_Shadows’).
18 author(’The_Black_Company’,’Glen_Cook’).
The ASP/LPMLN inference outputs that the input fact is indeed true because of
the rules 3 and 4 together with the facts in bold in the evidence set. Here, Old Tin
Sorrows is the subsequentWork of Cold Copper Tears whose author is Glen Cook.
These two facts satisfy the body of the rule 3 to derive the author relation between
Cold Copper Tears and Glen Cook. Similarly, for rule 4, Fantasy is the genre of Glen
Cook which is also the literaryGenre of book Bitter Gold Hearts. Further, Bitter Gold
Hearts is the previousWork of Cold Copper Tears. This sequence of three facts in the
evidence set satisfies the body of rule 4 to derive the author relation between the test
entities. By using marginal probability inference, we also obtain the probability of
the prediction:
1 author(Cold_Copper_Tears,Glen_Cook): 0.7
2 negauthor(Cold_Copper_Tears,Glen_Cook): 0.0
Example 2. Let us consider another example where we want to check if Indira
Gandhi and Gulzarilal Nanda are in the spouse relation or not and with what proba-
bility. The following weighted rules are the combination of rules mined from 1k, 5k,
and 10k examples:
1 0.015 spouse(A,B) :- parent(C,B),parent(C,A),successor(A,C).
2 0.570 spouse(A,B) :- spouse(B,A).
3 0.016 spouse(A,B) :- parent(C,B),parent(C,A),predecessor(C,A).
4 0.012 spouse(A,B) :- parent(C,A),successor(B,C),parent(C,B).
5 0.014 spouse(A,B) :- parent(C,A),predecessor(C,B),parent(C,B).
6 0.008 spouse(A,B) :- starring(C,B),location(C,D),birthPlace(A,D).
7 0.056 spouse(A,B) :- child(A,C),child(B,C).
8 0.137 spouse(A,B) :- parent(C,B),parent(C,A).
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9 0.041 spouse(A,B) :- parent(C,B),child(A,C).
10 :- spouse(A,B),negspouse(B,A).
11 0.016 negspouse(A,B) :- spouse(C,B),child(C,A),child(B,A).
12 0.020 negspouse(A,B) :- child(A,B),child(C,B),spouse(A,C).
13 0.018 negspouse(A,B) :- predecessor(A,B),spouse(C,B),parent(A,C).
14 0.145 negspouse(A,B) :- parent(A,B).
15 0.015 negspouse(A,B) :- successor(B,C),primeMinister(D,C),predecessor(A,D).
16 0.075 negspouse(A,B) :- spouse(A,C),parent(B,C).
17 0.012 negspouse(A,B) :- birthPlace(B,C),deathPlace(A,C),predecessor(B,A).
18 0.015 negspouse(A,B) :- child(B,A),spouse(B,C),child(C,A).
19 0.010 negspouse(A,B) :- successor(C,B),orderInOffice(C,D),office(A,D).
20 0.011 negspouse(A,B) :- birthPlace(B,C),deathPlace(A,C),predecessor(A,B).
21 0.012 negspouse(A,B) :- predecessor(B,C),president(D,C),successor(A,D).
22 0.012 negspouse(A,B) :- relative(A,B),relative(C,B),relative(A,C).
23 0.016 negspouse(A,B) :- spouse(A,C),spouse(C,A),relative(A,B).
24 0.016 negspouse(A,B) :- successor(B,A),deathPlace(B,C),birthPlace(A,C).
25 0.014 negspouse(A,B) :- spouse(C,B),spouse(B,C),relative(A,B).
26 0.021 negspouse(A,B) :- successor(C,A),primeMinister(C,D),successor(B,D).
27 0.026 negspouse(A,B) :- successor(A,C),primeMinister(C,D),successor(D,B).
28 0.012 negspouse(A,B) :- president(C,B),region(C,D),birthPlace(A,D).
29 0.019 negspouse(A,B) :- successor(B,C),successor(A,C).
30 0.007 negspouse(A,B) :- office(B,C),orderInOffice(A,C).
31 0.032 negspouse(A,B) :- relative(A,B).
32 0.015 negspouse(A,B) :- office(A,C),office(B,C),predecessor(A,B).
33 0.022 negspouse(A,B) :- spouse(A,C),child(C,B).
34 0.013 negspouse(A,B) :- successor(B,C),president(A,C).
35 0.007 negspouse(A,B) :- successor(C,B),otherParty(C,D),party(A,D).
36 0.007 negspouse(A,B) :- spouse(C,B),spouse(C,A).
37 0.015 negspouse(A,B) :- predecessor(C,B),country(C,D),birthPlace(A,D).
38 0.097 negspouse(A,B) :- spouse(C,B),parent(A,C).
39 0.003 negspouse(A,B) :- termPeriod(A,C),office(C,D),orderInOffice(B,D).
40 0.007 negspouse(A,B) :- spouse(A,C),spouse(B,C).
41 0.018 negspouse(A,B) :- successor(A,B),office(B,C),office(A,C).
Notice that we have included rule 13 which is the constraint rule. Similarly, we
have 9 positive rules and 31 negative rules.
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Now the evidence generator module collects the following triples from the KG.
1 birthPlace("Gulzarilal_Nanda","India").
2 deathPlace("Gulzarilal_Nanda","Gujarat").
3 office("Gulzarilal_Nanda","(Acting)").
4 successor(”Gulzarilal Nanda”,”Yashwantrao Chavan”).
5 primeMinister(”Yashwantrao Chavan”,”Charan Singh”).
6 successor(”Charan Singh”,”Indira Gandhi”).
7 predecessor("Gulzarilal_Nanda","Jawaharlal_Nehru").
8 predecessor("Gulzarilal_Nanda","Lal_Bahadur_Shastri").
9 president("Gulzarilal_Nanda","Sarvepalli_Radhakrishnan").
10 primeMinister(”Yashwantrao Chavan”,”Gulzarilal Nanda”).
11 successor(”Gulzarilal Nanda”,”Indira Gandhi”).
12 primeMinister("Gulzarilal_Nanda","Jawaharlal_Nehru").
13 successor("Gulzarilal_Nanda","Indira_Gandhi").
14 successor(”Indira Gandhi”,”Yashwantrao Chavan”).
15 deathPlace("Indira_Gandhi","New_Delhi").
16 party(”Gulzarilal Nanda”,”Indian National Congress”).
17 otherParty(”Morarji Desai”,”Indian National Congress”).
18 successor(”Morarji Desai”,”Indira Gandhi”).
19 otherParty(”Charan Singh”,”Indian National Congress”).
In this example, the ASP/LPMLN inference outputs that the fact is false because
of the rules 27, 29 and 35. One of the condition to say that Gulzarilal Nanda and
Indira Gandhi are not in the spouse relation is that they were both political figures
and they have a common successor Yashwantrao Chavan.
More specifically, based on rule 27 and evidence, Yashwantrao Chavan is the
successor of Gulzarilal Nanda whose primeMinster is Charan Singh. Similarly, Indira
Gandhi is the successor of Charan Singh. These sequence of evidence satisfy the body
of rule 27. Again, Yashwantrao Chavan is the successor of Gulzarilal Nanda whose
primeMinister is Gulzarilal Nanda and Indira Gandhi is the successor of Gulzarilal
Nanda. This sequence also satisfies the body of rule 27. Further, for rule 35, Indira
Gandhi is the successor of Morarji Desai and Indian National Congress is the party
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and otherParty of Gulzarilal Nanda and Morarji Desai respectively. Again, Indira
Gandhi is the successor of Charan Singh and Indian National Congress is the party
and otherParty of Gulzarilal Nanda and Indira Gandhi. These sequence of facts
satisfies the body of the rule 35.
Now, using the marginal probability, the probability of the prediction is as follows:
1 spouse(Gulzarilal_Nanda,Indira_Gandhi): 0.0
2 negspouse(Gulzarilal_Nanda,Indira_Gandhi): 1.0
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Chapter 4
EXPERIMENTS
The goal of this experiment is to test whether a relation triple p(x,y) is true or
false, with what certainty and provide human interpretable reasons for the decision.
For example, for the relationship p(x,y) = spouse(Bill Clinton,Hillary Clinton) is true
or false, with x-value of certainty along with human interpretable reasons to support
the decision.
We picked four popular predicates P = (′spouse′,′ child′,′ author′,′ team′) in the
DBpedia KG. The predicates are a combination of one-to-one relation (one subject
can only have one object as in spouse) and many-to-many (one subject can have more
than one as in child, author, team).
4.1 Hardware Setup
All the experiments were run on Ubuntu 16.04 system with 32GB of RAM and 4
physical CPUs (Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-6500 CPU @ 3.20GHz).
4.2 Training Data
To learn logical rules for a predicate in KG, RuDiK requires positive and negative
examples as training data for the given predicate. We use the steps explained in
Section 3 to gather 10k positive and negative examples. From the 10k samples, we
set aside 200 positive and negative examples as test data. Then, we further take 1k
and 5k samples from the 10k such that 1k is the subset of 5k and 5k is the subset
of 10k data. These three different samples of increasing sizes are used to learn rules
from RuDiK as training.
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4.3 Test Data
As input, we test 200 valid and 200 invalid facts that were not part of any sample
of training data. The 200 positive test examples are taken from initial 10k positive
examples and 200 negative test examples are taken from the initial 10k negative
examples. We use the same test data across different samples of training data used
to learn rules.
4.4 Rule Set
A rule set Rr is the set of logical rules for each relation r in KG. For positive rules,
the head of the rule has relation r and for negative rules, the head of the rule has
relation negr. We use RuDiK to learn positive and negative rules for 1k, 5k, and 10k
positive and negative examples as input. All three samples generate different sets of
rules with some rules in common.
Table 4.1 show the execution time required by RuDiK to learn set-cover rules for
each predicate. As expected, the execution time increases with the increase in sample
size of data used to learn the rules. Also, the time required to learn negative rules is
less than the time required to learn positive rules which is obvious as there are more
links in between positive examples than in negative examples.
The minimum time is taken for relation author and maximum time is taken for
relation team on average across 1k, 5k, and 10k samples for both positive and negative
rules. The rules are generated as quickly as 6 minutes to the maximum of about 1.5
hours which is a reasonable time for the one-time process.
Similarly in Table 4.2, the number of positive and negative rules learned with
different samples of training data size are shown. We observe that the number of
1memory error
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Positive rules Negative rules
1k 5k 10k 1k 5k 10k
Spouse 1901.1 3322.71 4224.779 748.625 2443.246 4610.231
Author 926.901 1662.888 2649.664 385.959 1359.615 2494.758
Child 1684.063 3260.055 5517.958 726.915 2722.064 5577.509
Team 3515.007 4511.816 * 1 2192.422 3412.258 4879.88
Table 4.1: Rule Learning Time for RuDiK in Seconds.
rules decreases with increase in the training size of data with RuDiK. We list the
combination of distinct rules from all three samples for RuDiK as all. Similarly, the
positive rules learned by AMIE is listed with the heading AMIE. The steps to get the
positive rules from AMIE is described in section 3.1.2.
Positive rules Negative rules
1k 5k 10k all AMIE 1k 5k 10k all
Person,Spouse,Person 5 5 3 9 3 18 13 6 31
Work,Author,Person 6 5 4 9 20 11 9 9 20
Person,Child,Person 3 2 2 3 53 36 16 12 53
Person,team,Organization 2 2 - 2 5 2 3 - 4
Table 4.2: Number of Rules for Predicates.
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4.5 Execution Time
We use different set of rules (1k, 5k, and 10k) learned using RuDiK. The execution
time for the system and ASP/LPMLN MAP inference with these settings for each
relation is reported in Tables 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5.
with constraint without constraint
1k 5k 10k all AMIE+all 1k 5k 10k all AMIE+all
Spouse 143.48 146.92 146.35 157.87 157.35 145.90 156.07 144.98 153.64 158.11
Author 98.88 95.61 96.07 92.11 113.81 97 .11 96.28 99.0 91.69 107.48
Child 192.79 187.50 177.27 189.16 196.73 189.20 183.94 198.29 175.40 176.59
Team 291.75 285.50 - 271.13 318.73 142.58 146.32 - 153.05 168.68
Table 4.3: System Execution Time for ASP and LPMLN MAP in Seconds for 400
Test Cases.
ASP LPMLN MAP
1k 5k 10k all AMIE+all 1k 5k 10k all AMIE+all
Spouse 3.40 3.58 3.18 3.94 4.01 18.82 17.47 15.45 24.35 24.38
Author 3.20 3.12 3.10 3.39 4.19 16.37 15.67 15.52 17.20 23.05
Child 4.35 3.78 3.53.11 4.65 4.96 23.25 18.31 16.57 25.47 29.86
Team 2.76 3.36 - 3.78 3.84 169.72 162.29 - 154.00 186.68
Table 4.4: Inference Time for ASP And LPMLN MAP in Seconds for 400 Test Cases
with Constraint Rule.
In Table 4.3, the total time which includes the evidence generation, ASP and
LPMLN MAP inference is reported for the different combination of rule sets. On the
left, we have the rule sets from RuDik, 1k, 5k, 10k, all (combination of distinct
rules from 1k, 5k, and 10k), and AMIE+all (combination of distinct rules from all
and AMIE) with added constraint rule. Similarly, on the right, we have the same
combination of rules but without the added constraint rule. We can observe that
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ASP LPMLN MAP
1k 5k 10k all AMIE+all 1k 5k 10k all AMIE+all
Spouse 3.64 3.7 3.15 4.14 4.20 18.33 18.19 15.45 22.12 22.89
Author 3.2 3.16 3.21 3.43 4.11 16.29 15.74 16.14 16.96 21.52
Child 4.36 3.83 3.80 4.54 4.26 22.50 18.18 18.31 23.64 11.36
Team 2.93 3.51 - 4.01 4.76 21.00 23.40 - 29.26 32.70
Table 4.5: Inference Time for ASP And LPMLN MAP in Seconds for 400 Test Cases
Without Constraint Rule.
most of the time is spent on querying and pre-processing the execution. The execution
time is uniform for each combination of rules and each test case is taking less than a
second on average from evidence generation to inference.
Similarly, in Table 4.4 we show the execution time required by the ASP and
LPMLN MAP inference for the rule set with the constraint rule. We observe that
for 400 test cases, our method can output the results in a fraction of seconds. Pure
ASP is a lot faster than LPMLN MAP inference with LPMLN2ASP which also has
a very reasonable execution time. Further, in Table 4.5, we show the execution time
excluding the added constraint rule. The execution time for both ASP and LPMLN
MAP is similar to the one with the added constraint except for relation team where
it has contradicting positive and negative rules. This contradiction results in more
time for LPMLN MAP inference.
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4.6 Results
In the output, we evaluate the results by distinguishing the following cases. For
each test fact, we look at the answer set and count True positives (correctly labelled
facts) and False negatives (incorrectly labelled). We also count Neutral where either
both p(x,y) and negp(x,y) are in the answer set in ASP or LPMLN MAP and has equal
non-zero probability for both p(x,y) and negp(x,y) in Mar. Pr., Undecided, when
neither p(x,y) nor negp(x,y) are in the answer set, and Unsatisfied, when there is no
answer at all.
We selected four predicates spouse, author, child, and team to test our frame-
work. The selection of these predicates were made based on their functional and
non-functional properties. The predicates author and team are non-functional as they
represent many-to-many relation. Similarly, author is a typical example of functional
predicate i.e. one-to-one relation in most cases.
Next, we will explain the inputs and outputs for each predicate in detail.
4.6.1 spouse
Rule Set
We use RuDiK to generate positive and negative rules and selects positive rules
learned by AMIE. Following are the positive rule sets for 1k, 5k and 10k training
data with RuDiK.
1k Positive Rules:
1 0.011 spouse(A,B) :- starring(C,B), location(C,D), birthPlace(A,D).
2 0.061 spouse(A,B) :- child(A,C), child(B,C).
3 0.56 spouse(A,B) :- spouse(B,A).
4 0.144 spouse(A,B) :- parent(C,B), parent(C,A).
5 0.045 spouse(A,B) :- parent(C,B), child(A,C).
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5k Positive Rules:
1 0.0164 spouse(A,B) :- parent(C,A), successor(B,C), parent(C,B).
2 0.0154 spouse(A,B) :- parent(C,B), parent(C,A), successor(A,C).
3 0.5668 spouse(A,B) :- spouse(B,A).
4 0.0166 spouse(A,B) :- parent(C,B), parent(C,A), predecessor(C,A).
5 0.0166 spouse(A,B) :- parent(C,A), predecessor(C,B), parent(C,B).
10k Positive Rules:
1 0.015 spouse(A,B) :- parent(C,B), parent(C,A), successor(A,C).
2 0.570 spouse(A,B) :- spouse(B,A).
3 0.016 spouse(A,B) :- parent(C,B), parent(C,A), predecessor(C,A).
As shown in above sample of positive rules learned for 1k, 5k, and 10k training
size, 1k data produce the most sensible rules. The output of 10k is the subset of
the output from 5k. We observe that good quality logical rules are learned by the
RuDiK system. Rules learned in 1k sample such as in rule 2, if C is a common child
of A and B, then B is the A, if A and B are the common parent for C then B is the
spouse of A and if A is the spouse of B then B is also the spouse of A are some of the
common-sense reasoning any human use to derive logical information.
Following is the positive rules returned by AMIE.
AMIE Positive Rules:
1 0.0006 spouse(A ,B) :- relative(A ,B).
2 0.0037 spouse(A ,B) :- child(A ,B).
3 0.0001 spouse(B ,A) :- partner(A ,B).
The rules returned by AMIE are not very sensible which is reflected by the low
confidence values associated with each rule. Also rule 2 from AMIE states that, B is
the spouse of A if B is the child of A which is very misleading. These kinds of rules
show that KG consists of erroneous facts and any system using KG should be robust
to these errors.
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Further, the negative rules learned with different training sizes with RuDiK are
given below.
1k Negative Rules:
1 0.026 negspouse(A,B) :- successor(C,A), primeMinister(C,D), successor(B,D).
2 0.038 negspouse(A,B) :- successor(A,C), primeMinister(C,D), successor(D,B).
3 0.014 negspouse(A,B) :- president(C,B), region(C,D), birthPlace(A,D).
4 0.017 negspouse(A,B) :- successor(B,C), successor(A,C).
5 0.008 negspouse(A,B) :- office(B,C), orderInOffice(A,C).
6 0.03 negspouse(A,B) :- relative(A,B).
7 0.021 negspouse(A,B) :- office(A,C), office(B,C), predecessor(A,B).
8 0.026 negspouse(A,B) :- spouse(A,C), child(C,B).
9 0.011 negspouse(A,B) :- successor(B,C), president(A,C).
10 0.013 negspouse(A,B) :- successor(C,B), otherParty(C,D), party(A,D).
11 0.01 negspouse(A,B) :- spouse(C,B), spouse(C,A).
12 0.02 negspouse(A,B) :- predecessor(C,B), country(C,D), birthPlace(A,D).
13 0.089 negspouse(A,B) :- spouse(C,B), parent(A,C).
14 0.011 negspouse(A,B) :- termPeriod(A,C), office(C,D), orderInOffice(B,D).
15 0.143 negspouse(A,B) :- parent(A,B).
16 0.009 negspouse(A,B) :- spouse(A,C), spouse(B,C).
17 0.026 negspouse(A,B) :- successor(A,B), office(B,C), office(A,C).
18 0.074 negspouse(A,B) :- spouse(A,C), parent(B,C).
5k Negative Rules:
1 0.0114 negspouse(A,B) :- birthPlace(B,C), deathPlace(A,C), predecessor(B,A).
2 0.019 negspouse(A,B) :- child(B,A), spouse(B,C), child(C,A).
3 0.0198 negspouse(A,B) :- spouse(C,B), child(C,A), child(B,A).
4 0.0114 negspouse(A,B) :- successor(C,B), orderInOffice(C,D), office(A,D).
5 0.0122 negspouse(A,B) :- birthPlace(B,C), deathPlace(A,C), predecessor(A,B).
6 0.022 negspouse(A,B) :- child(A,B), child(C,B), spouse(A,C).
7 0.0148 negspouse(A,B) :- predecessor(B,C), president(D,C), successor(A,D).
8 0.0112 negspouse(A,B) :- relative(A,B), relative(C,B), relative(A,C).
9 0.0152 negspouse(A,B) :- spouse(A,C), spouse(C,A), relative(A,B).
10 0.1424 negspouse(A,B) :- parent(A,B).
11 0.0148 negspouse(A,B) :- successor(B,A), deathPlace(B,C), birthPlace(A,C).
12 0.079 negspouse(A,B) :- spouse(A,C), parent(B,C).
13 0.0142 negspouse(A,B) :- spouse(C,B), spouse(B,C), relative(A,B).
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10k Negative Rules:
1 0.016 negspouse(A,B) :- spouse(C,B), child(C,A), child(B,A).
2 0.020 negspouse(A,B) :- child(A,B), child(C,B), spouse(A,C).
3 0.018 negspouse(A,B) :- predecessor(A,B), spouse(C,B), parent(A,C).
4 0.145 negspouse(A,B) :- parent(A,B).
5 0.015 negspouse(A,B) :- successor(B,C),primeMinister(D,C), predecessor(A,D).
6 0.075 negspouse(A,B) :- spouse(A,C), parent(B,C).
Similar to positive rules, the number of rules drops with an increase in the sample
size of training data. However, we observe that the different rules are learned with
different sample sizes. Some of the notable logical rules learned are, if B is the parent
of A then B cannot be the spouse of B, if B is the relative of A then B cannot be the
spouse of B.
Looking at the positive and negative rule set for the different size of input data
to RuDiK, we observe that RuDiK strongly depends on the input data to produce
more precise rules. Although the number of rules drops with an increase in the input
data size, only very precise rules are discovered for both positive and negative rule
sets.
Results
We ran ASP and LPMLN implementations for the positive and negative test facts for
the spouse relation. For each inference setting, we used rule sets with (const.) and
without (no const.) the following constraint rule.
⊥ ← spouse(A,B), negspouse(A,B). (4.1)
Results for the spouse relation for rules learned from different samples of training
data are reported in Figure 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5. For positive facts, with ASP
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Positive facts Negative facts
ASP LPMLN MAP ASP LPMLN MAP
const. no const. const. no const. const. no const. const. no const.
True Pos. 54/200 94/200 142/200 94/200 1/200 92/200 90/200 92/200
False Neg. 0/200 0/200 1/200 0/200 0/200 1/200 1/200 1/200
Neutral 0/200 49/200 0/200 49/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200
Undecided 33/200 57/200 57/200 57/200 27/200 107/200 109/200 107/200
Unsatisfied 113/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 172/200 0/200 0/200 0/200
Figure 4.1: Output for Spouse Relation for 1k Rules. (* We Do Not Include MAR.
Prob. As It Ran Over 10hrs.)
Positive facts Negative facts
ASP LPMLN MAP ASP LPMLN MAP
const. no const. const. no const. const. no const. const. no const.
True Pos. 132/200 134/200 135/200 134/200 74/200 74/200 74/200 74/200
False Neg. 1/200 1/200 1/200 1/200 1/200 1/200 1/200 1/200
Neutral 0/200 1/200 0/200 1/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200
Undecided 64/200 64/200 64/200 64/200 123/200 125/200 125/200 125/200
Unsatisfied 3/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200
Figure 4.2: Output for Spouse Relation for 5k Rules. (* We Do Not Include MAR.
Prob. As It Ran Over 10hrs.)
method with the constraint rule results in most of the Unsatisfied cases. There is
more than 50% of Unsatisfied cases with 1k and it drops with 5k and 10k settings.
As the number of rules is less with 5k and 10 thereby leading to less contradiction.
ASP performs best with less number of rules i.e. with 10k and without the added
constraint rule. It correctly labels above 65% of the test facts.
While LPMLN MAP method label more than 70% as correct with above 99%
precision. For 57 pair entities, none of the rules are triggered even after combining
rules from all samples. This case could be covered by adding more rules or adding
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Positive facts Negative facts
ASP LPMLN MAP ASP LPMLN MAP
const. no const. const. no const. const. no const. const. no const.
True Pos. 134/200 135/200 135/200 135/200 72/200 72/200 72/200 72/200
False Neg. 1/200 1/200 1/200 1/200 1/200 1/200 1/200 1/200
Neutral 0/200 1/200 0/200 1/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200
Undecided 64/200 64/200 64/200 64/200 126/200 127/200 127/200 127/200
Unsatisfied 1/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200
Figure 4.3: Output for Spouse Relation for 10k Rules. (* We Do Not Include MAR.
Prob. As It Ran Over 10hrs.)
Positive facts Negative facts
ASP LPMLN MAP Mar. Pr. ASP LPMLN MAP Mar. Pr.
const. no const. const. no const. const. no const. const. no const. const. no const. const. no const.
True Pos. 54/200 93/200 142/200 93/200 137/200 139/200 3/200 98/200 98/200 98/200 90/200 84/200
False Neg. 0/200 0/200 1/200 0/200 2/200 0/200 0/200 1/200 1/200 1/200 1/200 1/200
Neutral 0/200 50/200 0/200 50/200 1/200 3/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200
Undecided 33/200 57/200 57/200 57/200 60/200 58/200 25/200 101/200 101/200 101/200 109/200 115/200
Unsatisfied 113/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 172/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200
Figure 4.4: Output for Spouse Relation for All RuDiK Rules.
Positive facts Negative facts
ASP LPMLN MAP ASP LPMLN MAP
const. no const. const. no const. const. no const. const. no const.
True Pos. 50/200 91/200 142/200 93/200 3/200 83/200 96/200 85/200
False Neg. 0/200 0/200 1/200 0/200 0/200 2/200 3/200 1/200
Neutral 0/200 52/200 0/200 50/200 0/200 15/200 0/200 13/200
Undecided 32/200 57/200 57/200 57/200 25/200 100/200 101/200 101/200
Unsatisfied 118/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 172/200 0/200 0/200 0/200
Figure 4.5: Output for Spouse Relation for AMIE and RuDiK Rules.(* We Do Not
Include MAR. Prob. As It Ran Over 10hrs.)
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more data in the KG. While the Unsatisfied is an issue for ASP, LPMLN MAP and
marginal probability inference can instead make the right decision by exploiting the
weights of the rules (0 Unsatisfied).
We only report the results of Marginal probability for one of the rule set i.e.
combined rules as it is computationally expensive. Also, the result for Marginal
Probability is always slightly worse than the LPMLN MAP because of the sampling
error involved and requires high computation time. On the other hand, it outputs
the confidence score of the answer, which is sometimes more informative.
In Figure 4.4, we observe that only two of the positive facts are incorrectly labeled
as negative. Also, the marginal probability for the incorrectly labeled data is very low.
For example, one of the incorrectly labeled positive facts is the entity pair (Amancio
Ortega, Rosala Mera) for the spouse relation. However, the marginal probability for
this classification is 0.05 which is very low. With the probability, we can observe that
although our method fails to correctly classify an entity pair, the classification is done
with a minimal probability value.
For negative facts, the coverage of the methods is lower while the precision is
more than 99%. In fact, the label is correctly assigned for 98 test facts, with a large
fraction of input facts not covered by the input rules with the given KG. Also, in this
case, LPMLN MAP and marginal probability inference do better than ASP in case of
added constraint because of the high accuracy in labeling cases that are covered by
both positive and negative rules. We also notice that the added constraint rule is
more effective when there are more rules in the rule set.
Similarly, in Figure 4.5, we report the inference result with addition of positive
AMIE rules with RuDiK rules. Only 3 positive rules were added and each rule had
very minimum confidence value. We observe no change in positive facts for LPMLN
MAP inference but the unsatisfied cases increase with the addition of positive rules
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with ASP. In negative facts, there is an increase in Neutral cases in the LPMLN MAP
without constraint rules and a slight drop in True Positive cases. For spouse relation,
we observe that the addition of AMIE rules didn’t improve our method as the rules
added were not of good quality.
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4.6.2 author
Rule Set
Following are the positive rule sets for 1k, 5k, and 10k training data respectively.
1k Positive Rules:
1 0.025 author(A,B) :- author(C,B), type(C,D), type(A,D).
2 0.04 author(A,B) :- runtime(A,C), activeYearsStartYear(B,D), C<D.
3 0.055 author(A,B) :- birthYear(B,C), runtime(A,D), C>D.
4 0.462 author(A,B) :- author(C,B), publisher(C,D), publisher(A,D).
5 0.024 author(A,B) :- subsequentWork(A,C), literaryGenre(C,D), genre(B,D).
6 0.146 author(A,B) :- author(C,B), series(C,D), series(A,D).
5k Positive Rules:
1 0.0442 author(A,B) :- runtime(A,C), activeYearsStartYear(B,D), C<D.
2 0.0512 author(A,B) :- birthYear(B,C), runtime(A,D), C>D.
3 0.1304 author(A,B) :- author(C,B), previousWork(C,A).
4 0.0172 author(A,B) :- deathYear(B,C), runtime(A,D), C>D.
5 0.139 author(A,B) :- series(A,C), series(D,C), author(D,B).
10k Positive Rules:
1 0.044 author(A,B) :- runtime(A,C), activeYearsStartYear(B,D), C<D.
2 0.050 author(A,B) :- birthYear(B,C), runtime(A,D), C>D.
3 0.127 author(A,B) :- author(C,B), previousWork(C,A).
4 0.017 author(A,B) :- deathYear(B,C), runtime(A,D), C>D.
Similar to the spouse relation, the number of rules for author relation decreases
with increase in training data size for RuDiK. One of the logical rule learned is rule 3
in 10k which states that, if B is the author of C and A is one of the previousWork of C
then B is also the author of A. This is the type of reasoning that matches human-level
reasoning.
Following is the set of rules selected from rules learned by AMIE.
AMIE Positive Rules:
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1 0.0009 author(A ,B) :- basedOn(A ,B).
2 0.0008 author(A ,B) :- translator(A ,B).
3 0.0001 author(A ,B) :- creativeDirector(A ,B).
4 0.0045 author(A ,B) :- coverArtist(A ,B).
5 0.0037 author(A ,B) :- musicBy(A ,B).
6 0.0026 author(A ,B) :- presenter(A ,B).
7 0.0017 author(E ,B) :- subsequentWork(E ,A) , illustrator(A ,B).
8 0.0020 author(E ,B) :- previousWork(E ,A) , illustrator(A ,B).
9 0.0109 author(A ,B) :- executiveProducer(A ,B).
10 0.0017 author(F ,B) :- previousWork(A ,F) , illustrator(A ,B).
11 0.0017 author(F ,B) :- subsequentWork(A ,F) , illustrator(A ,B).
12 0.0096 author(A ,B) :- illustrator(A ,B).
13 0.0009 author(A ,B) :- notableWork(B ,A) , illustrator(A ,B).
14 0.0241 author(A ,B) :- creator(A ,B).
15 0.0092 author(A ,B) :- lyrics(A ,B).
16 0.0065 author(A ,B) :- creator(A ,B) , executiveProducer(A ,B).
17 0.0001 author(A ,B) :- producer(A ,B) , creativeDirector(A ,B).
18 0.0033 author(A ,B) :- musicBy(A ,B) , lyrics(A ,B).
19 0.0531 author(A ,B) :- notableWork(B ,A).
20 0.0024 author(A ,B) :- coverArtist(A ,B) , illustrator(A ,B).
We can observe that good quality rules are returned by AMIE. Rule 19 in above
sample states that, if A is the notable Work of B then B could be the author of A.
This is a logical rule and also gets higher confidence value than others. We can expect
these rules to improve the performance of our method.
Similarly, the negative rules are given below.
1k Negative Rules:
1 0.372 negauthor(A,B) :- runtime(A,C), activeYearsStartYear(B,D), C<D.
2 0.285 negauthor(A,B) :- birthYear(B,C), runtime(A,D), C>D.
3 0.027 negauthor(A,B) :- director(A,B), producer(C,B), creator(C,B).
4 0.016 negauthor(A,B) :- author(C,B), basedOn(A,C).
5 0.015 negauthor(A,B) :- producer(C,B), previousWork(C,D), previousWork(D,A).
6 0.063 negauthor(A,B) :- writer(C,B), genre(C,D), genre(A,D).
7 0.116 negauthor(A,B) :- releaseDate(A,C), releaseDate(D,C), writer(D,B).
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8 0.014 negauthor(A,B) :- producer(C,B), series(C,D), series(A,D).
9 0.036 negauthor(A,B) :- series(A,C), series(D,C), writer(D,B).
10 0.04 negauthor(A,B) :- creator(C,B), producer(C,D), director(A,D).
11 0.016 negauthor(A,B) :- genre(B,C), genre(D,C), subsequentWork(D,A).
5k Negative Rules:
1 0.0256 negauthor(A,B) :- writer(C,B), format(C,D), format(A,D).
2 0.3728 negauthor(A,B) :- runtime(A,C), activeYearsStartYear(B,D), C<D.
3 0.3014 negauthor(A,B) :- birthYear(B,C), runtime(A,D), C>D.
4 0.0154 negauthor(A,B) :- genre(A,C), stylisticOrigin(D,C), genre(B,D).
5 0.071 negauthor(A,B) :- writer(C,B), genre(C,D), genre(A,D).
6 0.119 negauthor(A,B) :- releaseDate(A,C), releaseDate(D,C), writer(D,B).
7 0.0154 negauthor(A,B) :- previousWork(C,A), genre(C,D), genre(B,D).
8 0.0246 negauthor(A,B) :- writer(C,B), subsequentWork(C,A).
9 0.0374 negauthor(A,B) :- series(A,C), series(D,C), writer(D,B).
10k Negative Rules:
1 0.027 negauthor(A,B) :- writer(C,B), format(C,D), format(A,D).
2 0.379 negauthor(A,B) :- runtime(A,C), activeYearsStartYear(B,D), C<D.
3 0.010 negauthor(A,B) :- genre(A,C), musicSubgenre(D,C), genre(B,D).
4 0.311 negauthor(A,B) :- birthYear(B,C), runtime(A,D), C>D.
5 0.021 negauthor(A,B) :- subsequentWork(C,A), previousWork(C,D), writer(D,B).
6 0.077 negauthor(A,B) :- writer(C,B), genre(C,D), genre(A,D).
7 0.021 negauthor(A,B) :- previousWork(C,A), subsequentWork(C,D), writer(D,B).
8 0.010 negauthor(A,B) :- subsequentWork(C,A), album(C,D), producer(D,B).
9 0.038 negauthor(A,B) :- series(A,C), series(D,C), writer(D,B).
We can observe sensible rules like rule 6 in 5k sample which states that, if the
release date of two work A and D are same i.e. C and B is the author of D then B
cannot be the author of B. This is an obvious reasoning as an author usually release
one creative work at a time. Similarly, rules like rule 4 in 10k which states that, if C
is the birth year of B and D is the runtime of D and C is greater than D then B is
not the author of A. This rule is not meaningful at all as runtime which is a rating
given to any work is always less than birthyear. This kind of false rules contributes
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to the errors made by our method during inference.
Results
Results for the author relation are reported in Figure 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10. We
run the experiment with the rules learned from different sample with and without the
following constraint rule:
⊥ ← author(A,B), negauthor(A,B). (4.2)
This predicate is much harder than the previous one for multiple reasons. First,
it is difficult to state if someone is or is not an author of a certain work in gen-
eral. Second, author is a many to many relation, while spouse is pseudo-functional.
Functional relations lead to more and more accurate rules, while for author RuDiK
discovers few correct rules. Interestingly, similar insights come also from experiments
conducted with ML methods for fact checking Huynh and Papotti (2018). Compared
to ML methods, our framework shows high precision but lower recall because it does
not force a decision when there is no evidence.
For positive facts, about 20% of test facts are covered with the combination of
distinct rules from 1k, 5k, and 10k. This is due to the less number of rules and
less data for in KG. Also, there is not a much distinct difference in ASP, LPMLN
MAP and Marginal Probability methods. With negative facts, our method performs
slightly better. It correctly classifies 65 negative facts with above 99% precision. Also,
LPMLN MAP and Marginal Probability does better than ASP method as it resolves
the Unsatisfied cases. Although the accuracy is lower for this predicate, we still have
higher precision and able to explain the results whenever we have the answer.
Similarly, the results with the addition of positive AMIE rules with the com-
bination of 1k, 5k, and 10k positive and negative RuDiK rules are presented in
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Figure 4.10. We added 20 positive rules from AMIE and the number of correctly
labeled positive facts rises from 42 to 54. However, there is a drop in the number of
correctly labeled negative facts as there are more positive rules. Also, the number of
Unsatisfied case increases with the addition of positive AMIE rules. The addition of
AMIE rules did improve our method for positive facts but negatively impacted the
classification of negative facts.
Positive facts Negative facts
ASP LPMLN MAP ASP LPMLN MAP
const. no const. const. no const. const. no const. const. no const.
True Pos. 36/200 37/200 38/200 37/200 13/200 16/200 49/200 16/200
False Neg. 1/200 3/200 5/200 3/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200
Neutral 0/200 4/200 0/200 4/200 0/200 34/200 0/200 34/200
Undecided 153/200 156/200 157/200 156/200 118/200 150/200 150/200 150/200
Unsatisfied 10/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 68/200 0/200 0/200 0/200
Figure 4.6: Output for Author Relation for 1k Rules. (* We Do Not Include MAR.
Prob. As It Ran Over 10hrs.)
Positive facts Negative facts
ASP LPMLN MAP ASP LPMLN MAP
const. no const. const. no const. const. no const. const. no const.
True Pos. 27/200 27/200 28/200 27/200 22/200 28/200 61/200 28/200
False Neg. 2/200 2/200 5/200 2/200 1/200 1/200 2/200 1/200
Neutral 0/200 4/200 0/200 4/200 0/200 35/200 0/200 35/200
Undecided 159/200 167/200 167/200 167/200 107/200 136/200 136/200 136/200
Unsatisfied 12/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 69/200 0/200 0/200 0/200
Figure 4.7: Output for Author Relation for 5k Rules. (* We Do Not Include MAR.
Prob. As It Ran Over 10hrs.)
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Positive facts Negative facts
ASP LPMLN MAP ASP LPMLN MAP
const. no const. const. no const. const. no const. const. no const.
True Pos. 22/200 22/200 22/200 22/200 21/200 27/200 60/200 27/200
False Neg. 2/200 2/200 5/200 2/200 1/200 1/200 2/200 1/200
Neutral 0/200 3/200 0/200 3/200 0/200 35/200 0/200 35/200
Undecided 166/200 173/200 173/200 173/200 108/200 137/200 137/200 137/200
Unsatisfied 10/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 69/200 0/200 0/200
Figure 4.8: Output for Author Relation for 10k Rules. (* We Do Not Include MAR.
Prob. As It Ran Over 10hrs.)
Positive facts Negative facts
ASP LPMLN MAP Mar. Pr. ASP LPMLN MAP Mar. Pr.
const. no const. const. no const. const. no const. const. no const. const. no const. const. no const.
True Pos. 40/200 41/200 42/200 41/200 42/200 43/200 26/200 32/200 65/200 32/200 50/200 40/200
False Neg. 2/200 5/200 7/200 5/200 7/200 6/200 0/200 1/200 2/200 1/200 16/200 26/200
Neutral 0/200 4/200 0/200 4/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 35/200 0/200 35/200 2/200 1/200
Undecided 146/200 150/200 151/200 150/200 151/200 151/200 102/200 132/200 132/200 132/200 133/200 132/200
Unsatisfied 12/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 71/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200
Figure 4.9: Output for Author Relation with all RuDiK rules.
Positive facts Negative facts
ASP LPMLN MAP ASP LPMLN MAP
const. no const. const. no const. const. no const. const. no const.
True Pos. 49/200 51/200 54/200 51/200 22/200 28/200 54/200 18/200
False Neg. 2/200 3/200 3/200 1/200 18/200 22/200 26/200 25/200
Neutral 0/200 6/200 0/200 6/200 0/200 40/200 0/200 37/200
Undecided 135/200 140/200 143/200 142/200 82/200 110/200 120/200 120/200
Unsatisfied 14/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 78/200 0/200 0/200 0/200
Figure 4.10: Output for Author Relation for AMIE and RuDiK Rules. (* We Do
Not Include MAR. Prob. As It Ran Over 10hrs.)
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4.6.3 child
Rule Set
Following are the rule sets for rules learned from 1k, 5k and 10k samples with RuDiK.
1k Positive Rules:
1 0.313 child(A,B) :- parent(B,A).
2 0.213 child(A,B) :- spouse(A,C), child(C,B).
3 0.351 child(A,B) :- parent(B,C), parent(D,C), child(A,D).
5k Positive Rules:
1 0.3142 child(A,B) :- parent(B,A).
2 0.2048 child(A,B) :- spouse(A,C), child(C,B).
10k Positive Rules:
1 0.305 child(A,B) :- parent(B,A).
2 0.203 child(A,B) :- spouse(A,C), child(C,B).
For positive rule sets, we can observe that the number of rules decreases with
increase in input data size. Also, the rules from 1k is repeated on 5k and 10k. Also,
we can observe that very few rules are learned for the child relation. Less number of
rules will negatively impact the inference process. RuDiK is able to learn sensible
inverse relations like if A is the parent of B then B is the child of A with high confidence
value. Although the number of rules is very low, all the rules make logical sense and
have high confidence values.
Following is the set of rules selected from rules learned by AMIE.
AMIE Positive Rules:
1 0.0156 child(A ,B) :- nationality(B ,F) , birthPlace(A ,F).
2 0.0124 child(A ,B) :- stateOfOrigin(A ,F) , birthPlace(B ,F).
3 0.1979 child(A ,B) :- birthPlace(B ,F) , birthPlace(A ,F).
4 0.0336 child(A ,B) :- occupation(B ,F) , occupation(A ,F).
5 0.0184 child(A ,B) :- stateOfOrigin(B ,F) , nationality(A ,F).
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6 0.0158 child(A ,B) :- residence(B ,F) , birthPlace(A ,F).
7 0.0398 child(A ,B) :- nationality(B ,F) , nationality(A ,F).
8 0.1652 child(A ,B) :- deathPlace(A ,F) , birthPlace(B ,F).
9 0.0709 child(A ,B) :- deathPlace(B ,F) , deathPlace(A ,F).
10 0.0677 child(A ,B) :- party(B ,F) , party(A ,F).
11 0.0187 child(A ,B) :- residence(B ,F) , deathPlace(A ,F).
12 0.0157 child(A ,B) :- stateOfOrigin(B ,F) , stateOfOrigin(A ,F).
13 0.0421 child(A ,B) :- religion(B ,F) , religion(A ,F).
14 0.0187 child(A ,B) :- almaMater(B ,F) , almaMater(A ,F).
15 0.0191 child(A ,B) :- residence(B ,F) , residence(A ,F).
16 0.0208 child(A ,B) :- starring(E ,B) , starring(E ,A).
17 0.0074 child(A ,B) :- child(A ,C) , child(B ,C).
18 0.0179 child(A ,B) :- series(B ,F) , series(A ,F).
19 0.0173 child(A ,B) :- creator(B ,F) , creator(A ,F).
20 0.0083 child(A ,B) :- child(B ,A).
21 0.0084 child(A ,B) :- child(C ,A) , child(C ,B).
22 0.0068 child(A ,B) :- child(C ,B) , child(A ,C).
23 0.0238 child(A ,B) :- relation(E ,B) , relation(E ,A).
24 0.0163 child(A ,B) :- firstAppearance(B ,F) , firstAppearance(A ,F).
25 0.0090 child(A ,B) :- lastAppearance(B ,F) , lastAppearance(A ,F).
26 0.0064 child(A ,B) :- spouse(A ,B).
27 0.0190 child(A ,B) :- relative(A ,C) , child(B ,C).
28 0.1095 child(A ,B) :- relative(B ,C) , child(A ,C).
29 0.0980 child(A ,B) :- relative(C ,B) , child(A ,C).
30 0.0682 child(A ,B) :- relative(E ,B) , relative(E ,A).
31 0.0381 child(A ,B) :- relative(B ,F) , relative(F ,A).
32 0.0383 child(A ,B) :- relative(B ,A).
33 0.0185 child(A ,B) :- successor(A ,B).
34 0.0155 child(A ,B) :- spouse(F ,A) , relative(B ,F).
35 0.2125 child(A ,B) :- spouse(A ,C) , child(C ,B).
36 0.2140 child(A ,B) :- spouse(C ,A) , child(C ,B).
37 0.0189 child(A ,B) :- spouse(A ,F) , relative(B ,F).
38 0.0057 child(A ,B) :- spouse(F ,A) , relation(B ,F).
39 0.0590 child(A ,B) :- relative(B ,F) , parent(F ,A).
40 0.0306 child(A ,B) :- relation(B ,A).
41 0.1176 child(A ,B) :- spouse(F ,A) , parent(B ,F).
42 0.0068 child(A ,B) :- spouse(A ,F) , relation(B ,F).
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43 0.0821 child(A ,B) :- relative(E ,B) , parent(E ,A).
44 0.0122 child(A ,B) :- relation(E ,B) , parent(E ,A).
45 0.0245 child(A ,B) :- relation(C ,B) , child(A ,C).
46 0.0284 child(A ,B) :- relation(B ,C) , child(A ,C).
47 0.0128 child(A ,B) :- predecessor(B ,A).
48 0.01 child(A ,B) :- successor(A ,B) , predecessor(B ,A).
49 0.1459 child(A ,B) :- spouse(A ,F) , parent(B ,F).
50 0.3285 child(A ,B) :- parent(B ,A).
51 0.0027 child(A ,B) :- predecessor(B ,A) , parent(B ,A).
52 0.0029 child(A ,B) :- successor(A ,B) , parent(B ,A).
A total of 53 positive rules were returned by AMIE. Some of the rules learned by
RuDiK is also present in rules returned by AMIE as in rule 51 and rule 35. The rules
from AMIE add more rules which help to infer the child relation with more existing
facts in KG. It identifies new rules like if A and B has same residence then B can be
the child of A. Also, there are some misleading rules like if B is the child of A then A
is also the child of B. These kinds of misleading rules re-establishes the fact that KG
consists of errors.
Similarly, following are the set of negative rules learned with RuDiK.
1k Negative Rules:
1 0.014 negchild(A,B) :- successor(C,A), deathPlace(C,D), country(B,D).
2 0.024 negchild(A,B) :- commander(C,B), country(C,D), birthPlace(A,D).
3 0.012 negchild(A,B) :- child(C,B), parent(B,C), spouse(B,A).
4 0.012 negchild(A,B) :- parent(A,B), spouse(C,B), parent(A,C).
5 0.012 negchild(A,B) :- deathPlace(A,C), country(B,C).
6 0.039 negchild(A,B) :- president(B,C), president(D,C), predecessor(A,D).
7 0.017 negchild(A,B) :- child(A,C), parent(C,A), parent(A,B).
8 0.02 negchild(A,B) :- spouse(C,B), child(C,A).
9 0.016 negchild(A,B) :- office(A,C), orderInOffice(D,C), predecessor(B,D).
10 0.013 negchild(A,B) :- activeYearsEndDate(A,C), activeYearsEndDate(D,C),
termPeriod(B,D).
11 0.034 negchild(A,B) :- child(A,C), parent(C,A), spouse(A,B).
12 0.012 negchild(A,B) :- deathPlace(B,C), deathPlace(A,C), spouse(A,B).
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13 0.025 negchild(A,B) :- child(C,B), parent(B,C), relative(B,A).
14 0.026 negchild(A,B) :- knownFor(C,B), stateOfOrigin(C,D), birthPlace(A,D).
15 0.032 negchild(A,B) :- successor(C,B), president(A,C).
16 0.044 negchild(A,B) :- successor(C,B), president(D,C), predecessor(A,D).
17 0.051 negchild(A,B) :- successor(B,C), president(D,C), successor(A,D).
18 0.043 negchild(A,B) :- successor(C,B), primeMinister(D,C), successor(D,A).
19 0.01 negchild(A,B) :- orderInOffice(B,C), office(D,C), predecessor(D,A).
20 0.083 negchild(A,B) :- successor(B,A).
21 0.022 negchild(A,B) :- activeYearsStartDate(B,C), activeYearsStartDate(D,C),
termPeriod(A,D).
22 0.016 negchild(A,B) :- successor(B,C), orderInOffice(C,D), office(A,D).
23 0.091 negchild(A,B) :- predecessor(A,B).
24 0.019 negchild(A,B) :- parent(A,B), child(B,A).
25 0.099 negchild(A,B) :- relative(A,B).
26 0.019 negchild(A,B) :- birthPlace(A,C), leader(C,D), successor(B,D).
27 0.012 negchild(A,B) :- party(B,C), otherParty(D,C), successor(D,A).
28 0.012 negchild(A,B) :- successor(A,C), nationality(C,D), deathPlace(B,D).
29 0.018 negchild(A,B) :- successor(A,B), successor(C,B), successor(A,C).
30 0.029 negchild(A,B) :- spouse(A,B), parent(C,B), child(A,C).
31 0.085 negchild(A,B) :- predecessor(C,A), predecessor(C,D), predecessor(D,B).
32 0.026 negchild(A,B) :- predecessor(C,B), country(C,D), birthPlace(A,D).
33 0.014 negchild(A,B) :- birthPlace(B,C), birthPlace(A,C), spouse(A,B).
34 0.032 negchild(A,B) :- parent(C,B), parent(C,A), child(A,C).
35 0.026 negchild(A,B) :- predecessor(C,A), primeMinister(C,D), successor(B,D).
36 0.018 negchild(A,B) :- predecessor(B,C),primeMinister(D,C),predecessor(A,D).
5k Negative Rules:
1 0.0162 negchild(A,B) :- successor(A,B), successor(C,B), successor(C,A).
2 0.0108 negchild(A,B) :- relative(A,B), relative(C,B), parent(C,A).
3 0.0632 negchild(A,B) :- birthYear(A,C), birthYear(B,D), C>D.
4 0.0192 negchild(A,B) :-successor(A,B),orderInOffice(B,C),orderInOffice(A,C).
5 0.0896 negchild(A,B) :- predecessor(A,B).
6 0.03 negchild(A,B) :- successor(B,C), president(A,C).
7 0.0126 negchild(A,B) :- relative(A,B), parent(B,C), relative(A,C).
8 0.0124 negchild(A,B) :- birthPlace(B,C), birthPlace(A,C), spouse(A,B).
9 0.0124 negchild(A,B) :- successor(C,A), president(C,D), predecessor(D,B).
10 0.014 negchild(A,B) :- successor(A,B), successor(B,C), successor(A,C).
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11 0.0166 negchild(A,B) :- birthPlace(A,C), restingPlace(D,C), knownFor(D,B).
12 0.0242 negchild(A,B) :- successor(C,A), president(C,D), successor(B,D).
13 0.0318 negchild(A,B) :- successor(C,B), president(A,C).
14 0.0192 negchild(A,B) :- successor(B,C), primeMinister(A,C).
15 0.0108 negchild(A,B) :- successor(A,C), predecessor(C,A), spouse(B,A).
16 0.0206 negchild(A,B) :- successor(B,C), president(D,C), predecessor(A,D).
10k Negative Rules:
1 0.015 negchild(A,B) :- successor(A,B), successor(C,B), successor(C,A).
2 0.019 negchild(A,B) :- predecessor(B,C), president(A,C).
3 0.063 negchild(A,B) :- birthYear(A,C), birthYear(B,D), C>D.
4 0.018 negchild(A,B) :- birthPlace(A,C), deathPlace(A,C), predecessor(A,B).
5 0.029 negchild(A,B) :- successor(B,C), president(A,C).
6 0.010 negchild(A,B) :- relative(A,B), parent(B,C), relative(A,C).
7 0.012 negchild(A,B) :- predecessor(C,B), president(D,C), predecessor(A,D).
8 0.016 negchild(A,B) :- birthPlace(A,C), restingPlace(D,C), knownFor(D,B).
9 0.025 negchild(A,B) :- successor(C,A), president(C,D), successor(B,D).
10 0.014 negchild(A,B) :- predecessor(C,B), president(D,C), successor(D,A).
For negative rule sets, RuDiK generates more rules for child relation. Also, the
number of rules is decreasing with more input data as previous cases. One of the
interesting rules learned is rule 3 in 10k sample which states that, if B is born before
A then B cannot be the child of A. Also, many complex rules are learned for the child
relation in 1k, 5k, and 10k examples by RuDiK.
Results
Results for the child relation is given in figures 4.11, 4.12, 4.13, 4.14, and 4.15. Sim-
ilar to the relations mentioned above, we run the experiment with and without the
following constraint rule.
⊥ ← child(A,B), negchild(A,B). (4.3)
This is also one of the difficult relations to predict as it is a many-to-many relation.
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It is highly unlikely that a child of a famous person to be famous as well thereby having
less data on KG. Also, very few positive rules are learned with all three training
samples with RuDiK.
For positive facts, 84 of the test facts are correctly labeled. This is a satisfactory
result as we have very few rules, 3 in this case. We can observe that the Neutral
case is classified as True Positive in Figure 4.11 with the rule set with constraint.
Here, the added constraint helps to come to a conclusion when there are positive and
negative rules leading to two different results.
For the negative facts about 50% of the test facts are correctly labeled. We can see
how the higher number of rules leads to better performance as we have more negative
rules than positive rules. We can see that the performance of our method for negative
facts is best with 1k and drops with 5k and 10k as the number of negative rules are
less for 5k and 10k respectively than with 1k sample.
As we have very few positive rules, we can observe the comparable performance
between ASP and LPMLN MAP methods as there is very less chance of contradiction
among rules. There are only 14 unsatisfied cases in positive facts and 35 unsatisfied
cases in negative facts. Also, the added constraint rule set has similar results with
that of rule sets without constraint because of less positive rules.
Similarly, in Figure 4.15, the results for the combination of distinct positive rules
from AMIE and positive and negative rules from RuDiK are used. As expected,
the addition of more positive rules from AMIE increases the correctly labeled facts
from 42% to 71.5% for positive facts. Initially, only 3 positive rules were learned with
RuDiK and 52 positive rules were added from AMIE in this setting. However, we
observe a drop in the correctly labeled negative facts as we only add more positive
rules. Most of the negative facts are classified as false positive.
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Positive facts Negative facts
ASP LPMLN MAP ASP LPMLN MAP
const. no const. const. no const. const. no const. const. no const.
True Pos. 76/200 83/200 84/200 83/200 86/200 100/200 100/200 100/200
False Neg. 1/200 2/200 2/200 2/200 1/200 1/200 1/200 1/200
Neutral 0/200 1/200 0/200 1/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200
Undecided 110/200 114/200 114/200 114/200 90/200 98/200 98/200 98/200
Unsatisfied 13/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 22/200 0/200 0/200 0/200
Figure 4.11: Output for Child Relation for 1k Rules. (* We Do Not Include MAR.
Prob. As It Ran Over 10hrs.)
Positive facts Negative facts
ASP LPMLN MAP ASP LPMLN MAP
const. no const. const. no const. const. no const. const. no const.
True Pos. 82/200 82/200 82/200 82/200 53/200 59/200 59/200 59/200
False Neg. 0/200 2/200 2/200 2/200 1/200 1/200 1/200 1/200
Neutral 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200
Undecided 116/200 116/200 116/200 116/200 127/200 139/200 139/200 139/200
Unsatisfied 2/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 18/200 0/200 0/200 0/200
Figure 4.12: Output for Child Relation for 5k Rules.(* We Do Not Include MAR.
Prob. As It Ran Over 10hrs.)
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Positive facts Negative facts
ASP LPMLN MAP ASP LPMLN MAP
const. no const. const. no const. const. no const. const. no const.
True Pos. 82/200 82/200 82/200 82/200 42/200 45/200 45/200 45/200
False Neg. 0/200 1/200 1/200 1/200 1/200 1/200 1/200 1/200
Neutral 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200
Undecided 117/200 117/200 117/200 117/200 143/200 153/200 153/200 153/200
Unsatisfied 1/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 13/200 0/200 0/200 0/200
Figure 4.13: Output for Child Relation for 10k Rules. (* We Do Not Include MAR.
Prob. As It Ran Over 10hrs.)
Positive facts Negative facts
ASP LPMLN MAP Mar. Pr. ASP LPMLN MAP Mar. Pr.
const. no const. const. no const. const. no const. const. no const. const. no const. const. no const.
True Pos. 76/200 83/200 84/200 83/200 83/200 82/200 86/200 106/200 106/200 106/200 106/200 106/200
False Neg. 1/200 4/200 4/200 4/200 3/200 4/200 1/200 1/200 1/200 1/200 1/200 1/200
Neutral 0/200 1/200 0/200 1/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200
Undecided 109/200 112/200 112/200 112/200 114/200 114/200 78/200 93/200 93/200 93/200 92/200 92/200
Unsatisfied 14/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 35/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200
Figure 4.14: Output for Child Relation for All RuDiK Rules.
Positive facts Negative facts
ASP LPMLN MAP ASP LPMLN MAP
const. no const. const. no const. const. no const. const. no const.
True Pos. 27/200 141/200 143/200 141/200 8/200 25/200 63/200 25/200
False Neg. 0/200 0/200 1/200 0/200 20/200 36/200 77/200 36/200
Neutral 0/200 4/200 0/200 4/200 0/200 86/200 0/200 86/200
Undecided 54/200 55/200 56/200 55/200 53/200 53/200 60/200 53/200
Unsatisfied 119/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 119/200 0/200 0/200 0/200
Figure 4.15: Output for Child Relation for AMIE and RuDiK Rules. (* We Do
Not Include MAR. Prob. As It Ran Over 10hrs.)
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4.6.4 team
Rule Set
Following are the rule sets for 1k and 5k dataset from RuDiK. There was a technical
issue 2 while learning positive rules for 10k data so we omit the results for 10k in
this case.
1k Positive Rules:
1 0.535 team(A ,B) :- team(C ,B) , position(C ,D) , position(A ,D).
2 0.292 team(A ,B) :- height(A ,C) , capacity(B ,D) , C<D.
5k Positive Rules:
1 0.5404 team(A ,B) :- team(C ,B) , position(C ,D) , position(A ,D).
2 0.3144 team(A ,B) :- height(A ,C) , capacity(B ,D) , C<D.
We observe that only 2 positive rules are learned and same rules are repeated with
both 1k and 5k training examples. The first rule states that, if C and A plays in same
position and C plays for team B the A also plays for team B. This rule is not logical
and so is the other rule. This is one of the cases where our method might suffer due
to lack of logical rules.
Following is the set of rules selected from the rules learned from AMIE.
AMIE Positive Rules:
1 0.0157 team(A ,B) :- managerClub(A ,B).
2 0.0010 team(A ,B) :- draftTeam(A ,B).
3 0.0025 team(A ,B) :- debutTeam(A ,B).
4 0.0003 team(A ,B) :- formerTeam(A ,B) , debutTeam(A ,B).
5 0.0024 team(A ,B) :- formerTeam(A ,B).
Even with AMIE, the positive rules selected are very few and does not include
high quality rules. Both RuDiK and AMIE fails to generate sensible rules with the
2java.lang.OutOfMemoryError: GC overhead limit exceeded
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relation team.
Following are the negative rules for 1k and 5k respectively generated with RuDiK.
1k Negative Rules:
1 0.033 negteam(A ,B) :- capacity(B ,C) , height(A ,D) , C>D.
2 0.366 negteam(A ,B) :- position(A ,C) , position(D ,C) , team(D ,B).
5k Negative Rules:
1 0.011 negteam(A ,B) :- locationCity(B ,C),country(C ,D), birthPlace(A ,D).
2 0.0386 negteam(A ,B) :- capacity(B ,C) , height(A ,D) , C>D.
3 0.3554 negteam(A ,B) :- team(C ,B) , position(C ,D) , position(A ,D).
As with the positive rules, very few negative rules are learned for the relation
team. Also, two of the rules in negative rules are same to the ones from positive rules
set. RuDiK fails to learn logical rules in this particular case.
Results
Results for team is given in figures 4.16, 4.17, 4.18 and 4.19. As the first stage of
Rule Generation didn’t do well, we can observe the poor performance on all three
cases as we have very few rules and there are contradicting rules on the rule sets. For
positive facts, only 2 of the test facts are correctly labeled. Similar is the case with
the negative facts. Only 15 test cases are correctly labeled. This clearly shows that
our method is dependent on the quality of the rules for better performance.
Further in Figure 4.19, we summarize the results for distinct combination of rules
learned from different samples of RuDiK and AMIE. As observed in the previous
section, the quality of positive rules from AMIE was not significant which is reflected
in the results table. There is no change in the correctly labeled facts in both positive
and negative facts.
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Positive facts Negative facts
ASP LPMLN MAP ASP LPMLN MAP
const. no const. const. no const. const. no const. const. no const.
True Pos. 0/200 0/200 2/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 12/200 0/200
False Neg. 0/200 0/200 86/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200
Neutral 0/200 88/200 0/200 88/200 0/200 13/200 0/200 13/200
Undecided 38/200 112/200 112/200 112/200 118/200 187/200 188/200 187/200
Unsatisfied 162/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 82/200 0/200 0/200 0/200
Figure 4.16: Output for Team Relation for 1k Rules. (* We Do Not Include MAR.
Prob. As It Ran Over 10hrs.)
Positive facts Negative facts
ASP LPMLN MAP ASP LPMLN MAP
const. no const. const. no const. const. no const. const. no const.
True Pos. 0/200 0/200 2/200 0/200 1/200 3/200 15/200 3/200
False Neg. 0/200 0/200 86/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200
Neutral 0/200 88/200 0/200 88/200 0/200 13/200 0/200 13/200
Undecided 38/200 112/200 112/200 112/200 117/200 184/200 185/200 184/200
Unsatisfied 162/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 82/200 0/200 0/200 0/200
Figure 4.17: Output for Team Relation for 5k Rules. (* We Do Not Include MAR.
Prob. As It Ran Over 10hrs.)
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Positive facts Negative facts
ASP LPMLN MAP ASP LPMLN MAP
const. no const. const. no const. const. no const. const. no const.
True Pos. 0/200 0/200 1/200 0/200 1/200 3/200 15/200 3/200
False Neg. 0/200 0/200 87/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 0/200
Neutral 0/200 88/200 0/200 88/200 0/200 13/200 0/200 13/200
Undecided 38/200 112/200 112/200 112/200 117/200 184/200 185/200 184/200
Unsatisfied 162/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 82/200 0/200 0/200 0/200
Figure 4.18: Output for Team Relation for All RuDiK Rules. (* We Do Not Include
MAR. Prob. As It Ran Over 10hrs.)
Positive facts Negative facts
ASP LPMLN MAP ASP LPMLN MAP
const. no const. const. no const. const. no const. const. no const.
True Pos. 0/200 1/200 2/200 1/200 1/200 1/200 15/200 1/200
False Neg. 0/200 0/200 87/200 0/200 5/200 7/200 7/200 7/200
Neutral 0/200 91/200 0/200 91/200 0/200 79/200 0/200 79/200
Undecided 37/200 108/200 111/200 108/200 81/200 113/200 178/200 113/200
Unsatisfied 163/200 0/200 0/200 0/200 113/200 0/200 0/200 0/200
Figure 4.19: Output for Team Relation for AMIE and RuDiK Rules. (* We Do
Not Include MAR. Prob. As It Ran Over 10hrs.)
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4.7 Ranked Test Data
The number of outgoing edges for each node in KG is dependent upon its popu-
larity. For example, the number of outgoing edges for the popular entity like Barack
Obama is greater than a less popular entity like Maya Soetoro-Ng who is the half-
sister of Barack Obama. The performance of our method not only depends on the
quality of rules but also the quality of the entities based on the number of outgoing
edges in test triples.
We computed the score for each entity pair in test data based on the average
outgoing edges from them.
Let us consider the following positive entity pair for the child relation.
1 Nancy Pelosi,Alexandra Pelosi
We get the count of outgoing edges from each of the entity using following SPARQL
Query:
1 select count(*) where { <http://dbpedia.org/resource/Nancy_Pelosi> ?p ?o.}
2 output=> 105
3 select count(*) where {<http://dbpedia.org/resource/Alexandra_Pelosi> ?p ?o.}
4 output=> 31
Then, the score for the above example is the average of number of outgoing edges
as follows:
score = (score of entity 1 + score of entity 2)/2
score = (105+31)/2 = 68
Using this score, we divide the test examples into top-100 and bottom-100. Follow-
ing is the summary of correctly labeled test cases separated by top-100 and bottom-
100 entity pairs.
In Table 4.6, we observe that there is an increase of 5 to 10% in accuracy if we
consider the top-100 for positive facts. Similarly, for negative facts, there is also an
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Positive facts Negative facts
all (200) top-100 bottom-100 all (200) top-100 bottom-100
spouse 142 (71%) 82% 60% 98 (49%) 44% 54%
author 43 (21.5%) 31% 12% 66 (33%) 32% 34%
child 84 (42%) 47% 37% 106 (53%) 63% 43%
team 1 (0.5%) 1% 0% 15 (7.5%) 12% 3%
Table 4.6: Output for Top-100 And Bottom-100 Test Cases for All RuDiK Rules
with Constraint.
increase of 5% to 10% except spouse and author where there is a drop in 1% to 5%.
The increase and drop in accuracy for correctly labeled data not only depends on
ranking of test cases but also to the number of rules in the rule set.
For positive facts, we observe an improvement of 10% for the relations spouse
and author and only 5% with the relation child. From Table 4.2, we observe that 9
positive rules were used for both of the spouse and author relation and only 3 positive
rules were used for the child relation. As the evidence used in inference is dependent
on the predicates in the rule, the result is better for top-100 test facts for relations
with more rules.
For negative facts, we observe a 10% increase in the correctly labeled facts for
the child relation and there are 53 negative rules for the child relation 4.2. However,
for the relations spouse and author we observe a drop in 5% and 1% respectively
for the top-100 negative facts. There are 31 and 20 negative rules used for spouse
and child relation respectively. As negative facts are not directly present in the KG,
we need more rules to derive the relation. Even though the entity pairs are ranked
higher based on the number of outgoing edges, only a few of the edges are included
during the inference based on their presence in the rule set. As there are less number
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of negative rules for the spouse and author relation, the expected improvement in
accuracy for correctly labeled facts for top-100 is not observed.
We observe that the performance of our method depends not only on the quality
of rules or the quality of entity in KG but a combination of both. The performance
of our method will improve if we add more facts in KG along with more the number
of rules in the rule set.
4.8 Experiments Summary
In this experiment, we use the different combination of rule sets learned from two
rule mining systems, RuDiK and AMIE. For RuDiK we use different training sample
sizes (1k, 5k, and 10k) to learn positive and negative rules and selects positive rules
returned by AMIE for 4 popular relations in DBpedia. Also, we run the experiment
with and without the constraint rule in the rule sets. Following are the observations
from the experiments.
• Quality of Rules: We observe that our method is highly dependent on the
logical rules with a high confidence value. Both RuDiK and AMIE are suc-
cessful in learning quality rules for relations like spouse, author and child and
performs poorly for the relation team. Different samples of data generate the
different set of rules and our method performs best with the combination of
rules from RuDiK (combination of 1k, 5k and 10k) and AMIE.
• Added Constraint: We introduced the constraint rule 3.1 to each rule set.
We observe that the constraint rule helps to avoid Neutral cases and force our
method to select one of the answer based on the weight of the rules whenever
we have enough evidence to make the decision.
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• Quality of KG: Similarly, our method also depends on the quality of KG as
shown in Section 4.7. The system performs better with popular entities which
have more information in KG. We observe that the overall result for correctly
labeled test facts for top-100 test facts based on the number of outgoing edges
is better than the bottom-100 test facts.
• High Precision: Overall, our method achieves high precision and can pro-
vide human-interpretable explanations of the cases where it can label the data
correctly. Very few cases are incorrectly labeled and most of them are left
Undecided if the system can’t have enough rules and evidence to come to a
conclusion.
• Low Recall: Although our method achieves high precision, it suffers from low
recall. Most of the cases are left Undecided either due to lack of rules or lack of
evidence facts in KG.
• Time Efficient: We use the hardware with configuration 4.1. We observe that
the time required with ASP and LPMLN MAP inference is a fraction of seconds
for a test case making our method very time efficient. Also, RuDiK can output
positive and negative rules in a couple of hours.
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSION
In this thesis, we presented a fact checking framework based on KGs as reference
information. Given a fact expressed as a triple over the KG, our method validates its
veracity and provides an explanation of the decision by exposing facts from the KG
that support or contradict the given fact along with the probability of the decision
made.
We combine two independent systems, Rule Discovery and Probabilistic Reasoning
with a common goal of fact checking. For Rule Discovery, we rely on two systems
RuDiK and AMIE which has their own weight system assigned to the rules discov-
ered. We define a common weight system based on the support value such that we can
combine rules with different semantics. We also automated the process of Reasoning
such that user need not check individual test cases in the answer set. The system
outputs formatted output if the test case is in the answer set and includes probability
if Mar. Pr. is used.
In all the cases for which an answer is produced, our method can explain the
decision by showing involved rules and corresponding evidence sets. This makes it
relatively easy to identify what is the cause for a conclusion, unlike in purely data-
driven method. Also, the system can output answer in a fraction of seconds given the
rules making it very time efficient.
As demonstrated by the experiments, the solution is promising in terms of accu-
racy, but its coverage strongly depends on the quality of rules and KGs. An obvious
direction for extending the framework is the integration of multiple rule discovery
systems and human-curated rules. Another promising direction is to exploit the in-
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formation from the reasoner to steer the quality management of the KG. For example,
undecided cases involved entities that do not have enough relationships to reach a
logical conclusion and they implicitly identify parts of the KGs that need curation.
The thesis work was partially supported by the National Science Foundation under
Grant IIS-1526301.
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